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ABSTRACT

The objectives of the study are to include endogenous supply and

uncertainty in a fisheries market analysis and to provide an e~uL.omic

explanation for the allocation of total catch between two markets, a

fresh fish market and a cannery market. In order to accomplish these

objectives, an econometric model of the Hawaiian skipjack tuna market

was constructed and evaluated. A five equation model was specified

which determined the monthly number of fishing trips taken, the total

catch, the quantity supplied to the fresh market, the fresh market

price and the revenues received from the cannery. The effect of seasonal

variation in availability of fish was included in the specification of

the model. Uncertainty was included through a variable which reflected

the probability of a successful trip. The estimation technique was

three-stage-least squares (3SLS). This method was selected because of

the hypothesized simultaneous relationships and because of the known

properties of the technique. Monthly time-series data for 1970-78

were used.

The results of the estimation show that the probability of a

non-zero catch trip and the expected revenues from cannery sales were

positive determinants of the monthly number of trips taken. Total

monthly catch is positively related to the number of trips and to the

expected revenues from cannery sales and negatively related to the price

of gasoline. The quantity supplied to the fresh fish market is

negatively related to revenues from the cannery implying substitution

between the two markets. Quantity sold to the fresh market is also

positively determined by total catch in the off season with no
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empirical relationship observed in the on season between the quantity

sold and total catch. The number of vessels fishing is a positive

determinant of quantity supplied to the fresh market. The market price

is negatively related to the quantity supplied and positively related to

per capita income and average size of fish caught. The elasticity of

demand for the fresh fish market is calculated to be -1.8. The revenues

from the cannery are determined by the wholesale price of canned tuna,

the fresh market price and the total catch. The conclusions of the

study indicate that endogenous supply is an appropriate specification

in this market; that the allocation of total catch between the markets

is occurring by equaliZing marginal revenues; and that uncertainty is

a major determinant of the number of trips taken.
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CHAPTER I

OBJECTIVES AND BACKGROUND

A. OBJECTIVES AND INTRODUCTION

The objectives of this study are first, to include endogenous supply

and uncertainty into a fisheries model. The second objective is to use

the results of the model to empirically investigate market behavior in

the Hawaii skipjack tuna industry and to present an economic explanation

for observed allocation of tuna sales between the fresh and cannery

markets. Thirdly, the results of the study will generate necessary

information for policy analysis regarding future growth in the industry

and management decisions for Hawaii fisheries in general.

The State of Hawaii has made a commitment to develop the fishery

resources around Hawaii. Although this fishery development program is

in its early stages, state planners anticipate that the marine resource

will ultimately prOVide increased employment and income. In Hawaii,

the skipjack tuna catch represents the largest absolute component of

total fish and shellfish catch. There is no evidence of biological

pressure (overfishing) on the skipjack resource in Hawaii. l For these

reasons, the tuna fishing industry has been identified as a potential

source of economic growth.

A number of previous studies, reviewed in Chapter II, have identified

problems in Hawaii fisheries in general which preclude expansion. The

conclusions of studies of the skipjack fishery have suggested that demand

conditions, low profit ratios, availability of fish and market

~chida (1976:69).
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organization are impediments to expansion. There is no market model

of this skipjack industry which integrates both supply and demand. Other

models of the skipjack fishery in Hawaii have investigated demand or

supply side considerations separately. Market models of other fisheries

have generally addressed demand behavior, assuming an exogenously

determined supply of fish.

This study presents· an economic model of the Hawaii skipjack tuna

market including endogenous supply of trips and catch and quantity sold

to the fresh wholesale market. The model includes a measure of the

uncertainty which the fishermen face with regard to the availability of

fish by season. The industry response to uncertainty is particularly

important for assessing the effects of current programs to help fishermen

locate fish. Results from the estimation of this model are used to

examine the impact of market conditions on possible expansion or develop

ment. Consumer and producer welfare is considered under different

pricing structures. The attempt here is to explain the industry behavior

and to develop a model which predicts industry response to potential

policy stimuli rather than to identify a particular market structure.

The usefulness of judging structure, and therefore performance, based

on the number of firms, profit ratios, degree of product differentiation

or conditions of entry alone has come into question in recent economic

literature [Fisher, 1979; Gould, 1979]. The literature review shows the

inadequacy of using indices of market power to explain behavior and many

economic organizational patterns.

The integration of information and uncertainty into market models

is the basis of current theoretical advances in price theory [Stiglitz,

1979; Hirshliefer and Riley, 1979]. These advances have serious
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implications for both the validity and the usefulness of assuming a

particular market structure on the basis of observed behavioral

characteristics. In order to evaluate these implications for tradi

tional theory and industrial organization research: a brief review of

this new literature and its historical development in the theory of

the firm is presented. It will be clear from this review that under

certain conditions, a given price and output combination in the

market may result from either of the traditional models of competition

and monopoly. For this reason, neither of these models are suitable

for application here and it was necessary to develop an alternative

model.

B. PLAN OF THE STUDY

Chapter I includes a description of the institutional characteristics

of the Hawaii skipjack tuna market. A survey of relevant literature is

presented in Chapter II. This survey covers both general and Hawaii

fisheries studies as well as an historical review of traditional

industrial organization literature. A theoretical model of the fishery

market is developed in Chapter III. The model includes endogenous

supply and a measure of uncertainty. The model was tested with monthly

time series data for 1970-78. The results of the test of the model and

a simulation of the historical data are presented and discussp.d in

Chapter IV. Conclusions and policy implications regarding product

allocation between the two markets and potential growth of the industry

are in Chapter V.

C. DESCRIPTION OF THE FISHERY

The market under study is the market for fresh skipjack tuna fish

in Honolulu, Hawaii. There are minor markets for skipjack tuna located
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on the islands of Hawaii and Maui. The market is open in the sense that

there are no current governmentally imposed regulations which would

substantially alter the workings of the market. There are no externally

imposed quality controls or standards on the product. Buyers and sellers

make adjustments among themselves in the case of inferior quality. All

commercial skipjack fishermen are required to be licensed by and report

their catch to the State of Hawaii, Fish and Game Division. Federal

regulations require a permit to fish for bait in Pearl Harbor and

Kaneohe Bay. This permit is easily obtained by full-time commercial

fishermen from the Pearl Harbor Naval Base or Kaneohe Marine Air

S . 2
tat~on. Under the U.S. Jones Act, all vessels over five net tons,

Foreign in-migration

engaging in a commercial enterprise must have been built in the United

States.

There are no direct subsidy payments made to the firms in this

industry. Indirect subsidies take the form of biological and economic

research conducted by the State of Hawaii and the U.S. National Marine

Fisheries Service. There have been state funded training progT~ms, for

1 k h . d 3examp e to encourage wor ers to enter t e ~n ustry.

of fishermen is relatively easy under current U.S. immigration laws.

Both the State of Hawaii and the federal government have vessel purchase

funds or guaranteed loan programs for new construction or reconstruction

of a vessel.

There are no import tariffs on fresh or frozen tuna. Under the

Jones act, foreign vessels are prohibited from directly landing their

2personal communication with Commander A. Andrade, U.S.N., Pearl
Harbor, Hawaii.

3 See McCoy [1973].
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catch on U.S. soil. Foreign vessels are not prohibited from fishing

for tuna within the U.S. Fishery Conservation Zone (200 mile limit).

Tuna are excluded from the FCMA because of their mig=atory nature and are

an unmanaged species.

The technology employed in the fishery is pole and line. Only

minor technological advances such as partial conversion to fiberglass

poles, have been adopted by the skipjack industry since its inception.

The major reason for continuing to use pole and line technology is the

Western Pacific thermocline which is deeper than in other oceanic

areas. Because of this depth, the tuna can swim down and out of the

purse seine nets. The Pacific Tuna Development Foundation has conducted

a number of scientific charters in order to direct development efforts.

A major finding of this research is that the standard Eastern Pacific

seine net will have to undergo modification in order to be used success

fully in the Pacific.
4

There are 12 firms (vessels) operating full-time to catch skipjack

tuna. These 12 firms are aligned with two different selling agents.

For the period under study, nine of the vessels belonged to a cooperative,

the Hawaii Tuna Boat Owners Cooperative (HTBO). The other three vessels

were affiliated with United Fishing Agency (UFA) which operates the

local fresh fish auction located near Kewalo Basin in Honolulu. In

early 1980, vessels began to leave the cooperative--one was damaged and

was out of the fishery for repairs most of the season and one switched

over to UFA frofu RTBO. Because of the size of the catch, over 900

thousand pounds per month in the on season, all disposition of the fish

takes place from the cannery which is located at Kewa10 Basin. Fish

4Souter, D. [1979].
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are off-loaded into cold storage at the cannery as the boats arrive

during the day and evening. In the early morning hours, the next day,

wholesalers' orders are filled for fresh market sales. The remainder

of the catch is sold to the cannery. About 80 percent of the total

catch during 1970-78 was caught by HTBO affiliated vessels. All

vessels in HTBO are assessed a fee to cover services provided by the

cannery such as bookkeeping and payroll accounting. UFA provides these

services for other vessels in the skipjack and other fisheries. In

the cooperative, each vessel receives revenue based on its own catch in

proportion to the amount of the total catch which is sold in the wholesale

fresh market. Revenues are also received from any residual sales to the

cannery.

There are approximately 20 wholesalers observed buying regularly on

the wholesale skipjack fresh fish market, although many more participate

from time to time. Buying patterns are relatively stable except during

the Christmas holidays when demand increases. This increase results from

cultural preferences from retail consumers for fish during holidays. The

other major category of buyer, the cannery, will buy all the skipjack

offered at a price negotiated about three times yearly with the skipjack

vessel owners. The cannery produces two brands of tuna. One, Coral

Brand is marketed as being "packed from fresh tuna." There is currently

a small export market for fresh tuna. This export segment of the fresh

skipjack market is just developing and will not be considered.

The skipjack tuna (aku) is ultimately sold in a variety of forms:

fresh sashimi style, dried, canned, filets and steaks. According to

Garrod and Chong [1978:14] approximacaly 85-90 percent of the fresh

skipjack and yellowfin tuna at the retail level is sold as filets,
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steaks or sashimi style. However at the wholesale level, the relevant

form is the whole tuna. Product differentiation and pricing differences

in the fresh wholesale market are based on fish size with "large" aku

(greater than 15 pounds), for example, commanding a higher price than

"medium" aku (8-15 pounds).

When assessing product quality, the buyer relies not only on the

physical characteristics of the fish (texture, color) but also on

knowledge about the producing vessel. The latter might include informa

tion on the vessel's refrigeration capacity, the probability of having

fish available on a given day and the quality provided on a previous

occasion. The fishing season for skipjack tuna is May through September.

Yellowfin tuna (ahi) is most plentiful from May to July. Fishing season

for Bigeye tuna is October through December. This seasonality and

non-durable nature of the product are important characteristics which

should be accounted for in a market analysis.

Substitutes for fresh skipjack fall into two main categories: 0,her

fresh fish and imported frozen fish. Frozen imported tuna are near

perfect substitutes in the production of canned tuna, whereas, other

fresh fish would be closer substitutes for sashimi and other retail

fish consumption. The buyers of skipjack tuna in this study are whole

salers and the local tuna cannery, Bumble Bee Tuna Company. The whole

salers may also be retailers of fresh fish, or producers of dried fish

or dealers in fresh and frozen imports. The final retail consumer may

be a local resident, who purchases through a retail outlet or restaurant;

a tourist or visitor who purchases through a hotel or restaurant; or

an industry which uses the tuna as an input in the ~roduction of a

final good such as dried or canned fish.
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The market then, is for a perishable product, with 12 vessels

represented by selling agents as producers and two distinct demands for

the product. The average wholesale fresh skipjack price, when adjusted

for size, is about two times the cannery price. The presence of different

prices for the same product points to the possibility of some sort of

price discrimination. Price discrimination requires, however, that the

producer be able to separate the markets in order to take advantage of

the different elasticities of demand in each market. There is no resale

from cannery purchaser to fresh wholesale purchaser observed in this

market and no geographical or other obvious separation of the markets.

Lastly, there is no adequate long run storage for the product other than

freezing for cannery input. Freezing makes the product unsuitable for

sale as sashimi in Hawaii.

A model of this industry should account for these observed character

istics. In particular the impact of two markets on the level of

production and sales should be considered. The literature review presented

in the next chapter shows that incorporation of the unique characteristics

of this market l'equires a different theoretical approach than that

previously used.
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CHAPTER II

SURVEY OF LITERATURE

The general fisheries literature contains few examples of studies

which iIltegrate both supply and demand analyses. Recent research has

been directed towards the further theoretical development of bioeconomic

models reflecting the impact of fishery management policies in the

presence of common property extern~lities. The fisheries studies

reviewed include those done for any of the Hawaii fisheries and those

studies of other fisheries which consider relevant theoretical areas.

The industrial organization literature review demonstrates the

importance of including and evaluating unique characteristics in an

industry market model.

A. HAWAII FISHERIES STUDIES

Literature on Hawaii fisheries can generally be separated into

three categories according to emphasis of the study: economic,

biological, and descriptive. Rigorous economic analysis of the

Hawaii fisheries essentially began with E. A. Hale's study [1964],

prepared as a background paper on which to base potential legislative

fishery policies. Data used were Hawaii State Fish and Game records

for the years 1948-1963. Hale divides the total Hawaii fisheries into

three categories: (1) high seas, pelagic fishery including tuna and

mahimahi, (2) shallow water and handline fishery, and (3) shellfish,

pond fish, and other minor species. He also defines three categories

of commercial fishermen: (1) full-time (occupational) fishermen,

(2) part-time (supplemental income) fishermen, and (3) sport fishermen.

Hale also presents a description of markets for aku (skipjack tuna)
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and ahi (yellowfin, bigeye tunas). The method of analysis is descrip

tive which includes tabulation of vessel numbers, fishing employment,

annual catch and value for various species, from which he arrives at

the conclusion that "the industry will vanish as a viable economic

activity in the near future." This conclusion is based on continuation

of then current trends in the fishery: (1) downward trend in the

number of powered fish vessels, (2) decline in number of fishermen,

(3) declining value of total catch, and (4) lower personal income of

fisherman relative to other skilled occupations.

Hale suggests possible courses of action. The first would be to

do nothing, allowing the industry to decline naturally since the fishing

industry is no different from any other in a free enterprise system

operating under principles of profit maximization. The natural decline

of the industry would release resources to higher valued, more efficient

uses.

Given past legislative actions which indicate the legislature's

unwillingness to allow the industry to die naturally, Hale then recom

mends a comprehensive effort to expand the fishery (as opposed to

attempting short-term solutions). This recommendation is justified en

the grounds that local production must compete with foreign production

which is governmentally subsidized. Hale suggests the establishment

of a loan program to encourage new capital; a new location for the fish

market; advertising to increase demand; improved marketing strategies;

and stabilizing fishermen's income. He points out the need for increased

research on consumer demand, canned tuna demand, vessel design, and

storage facilities.
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Shang [1969] attempted to determine the important factors that are

responsible for the lack of growth of the skipjack tuna industry. Data

used were from State Fish and Game for 1953-66. Shang's methodology is

a cost-revenue analysis based on estimated annual vessel catch (885,000

pounds) and estimated average costs of fishing operations. The

cost-revenue method was used after analysis showed that the decline in

catch could not be attributed 'to a change in fishing conditions over

time. Shang estimates both the present value and internal rate of

return. He presents tabulations of the (1) estimated minimum ex-vessel

price required for various initial investment in a vessel, and (2) the

internal rates of return on investment based on various ex-vessel price

levels.

Shang estimated three sets of demand functions. The first, an

aggregate demand of the cannery and fresh fish market faced by producers,

resulted in a demand elasticity of -5.5. This high elasticity is the

result of the almost perfectly elastic cannery demand. The second

estimation, the cannery demand, showed: (a) the monthly ex-vessel

price of yellowfin tuna in Hawaii is determined by the Japanese export

price of yellowfin tuna, and (b) a high positive correlation (Rz = 0.98)

between the west coast ex-vessel prices of yellowfin and the Hawaii

ex-vessel price of skipjack tuna. The third set of estimated demand

functions are for the fresh fish market: one for the peak fishing

season and one for the off-season. In both, price was a significant

determinant of the monthly quantity sold. However, less than one-third

of the quantity variation was explainable by either function. Shang

states that "reliable data on price and quantity demanded of fresh

skipjack tuna is scarce. The levels of price used here are the average

selling prices from the Hawaiian Tuna Packers" (p. 83).
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Shang explains the stagnation of the local tuna industry by the

low, relatively stable price of tuna and by the increasing costs of

fishing, which together result in a low profit margin. Given his

cost-revenue analysis, Shang suggests that if tuna production could be

increased by at least 50 percent, investment would be profitable even

if the annual price level was as low as 10.8 cents per pound. Possible

means of achieving this level of productivity would be through decreased

bait mortality, increased information on the probability distribution

of fish, or the adoption of new fishing technology.

Shang's study was the first to employ econometric techniques in

analysis of the Hawaii fishery. Whereas Hale suggested the State vessel

loan program, Shang analyzed the effects of the program and went

farther then, to examine market potential, cost factors, and the impact

of imports. His study was based on average ex-vessel prices and

estimated costs which were the best available data at the time.

A. E. Ashan, J. L. Ball, and J. R. Davidson [1972] assess the cost

earning situation for both the aku and ahi fleets. The study was

conducted for 1971 using cost-earning data derived primarily from

survey information. Historical State Fish and Game catch and revenue

data were presented for 1960-70. The methodology was application of

standard budgeting techniques.

The average earnings of boat owners and crew members were estimated.

For aku boat owners, the average annual income before taxes was $20,691

for high-earning boats, $9,258 for average-earning boats, and $4,269

for low-earning boats. The estimated hourly wages of aku fishermen was

$1.71. For ahi boat owners, the average annual income before taxes was

$5,565 for high-earning boats, $1,039 for average-earning boats, and

-$2,030 for low-earning boats. The estimated average annual income for
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ahi fishermen was $4,422, $3,548, and $1,837 for high, average, and

low-earning boats, respectively.

Ashan, Ball, and Davidson conclude that low earnings relative to

other occupations and limited markets are the major factors restricting

the expansion of the industry.

This conclusion is consistent with prior research indicating that

relatively high costs are an inhibiting factor for entry into the

industry. The authors, however, contradict Shang's finding by asserting

that limited markets are a constraint. Their study, which addressed

questions of production costs, does not permit any statements concerning

market demand conditions.

Comitini's [1977] study was the first to use the production function

approach to analyze the behavioral characteristics of the industry.

Comitini utilized new State Fish and Game data on catch levels, average

price, and vessel characteristics. This study considers trips per

vessel, mortality of baitfish, and value of catch per vessel for the

years 1949-72. Regression methods were used in the estimation of a

Cobb-Douglas production function model.

Capital was measured two ways: (a) as the gross tonnage of each

vessel, and (b) as the annually depreciated capital value of each

vessel. Seasonality of catch and qualitative characteristics of the

vessels were also considered using the dummy variable method. Comitini's

results show that (1) "using gross tonnage as a measure of capital input

is inferior to using depreciated capital value"; (2) natural fluctuations

in resource availability are significant and should be considered;

(3) vessels are not homogenous as indicated by the significance of the

vessel dummy variables. A linear relationship was also estimated. From
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this, Comitini derived an "index of fishing effectiveness" and expected

catch. This index captures differences in vessels that had not

previously been evaluated. Specific~JJy, the study cites differences

in entrepreneurial ability ana strategy of fishing. The computation of

marginal products and relative shares of labor and capital indicate that

these shares are not significantly different from the traditional 60:40

split of the catch observed in the fishery. Comitini concludes that

"the major constraints to Hawaiian skipjack tuna fisheries development

lie in the skipjack tuna resource potential relative to the opportunity

costs of capital and labor, and also the costs of obtaining baitfish"

(p. 40). He recommends two solutions to the apparent stagnation of the

industry: (1) shift to a higher production ray through a change in

fishing technique or (2) move along the same production ray but reduce

bait mortality so that production can be increased from current

techniques.

Garrod and Chong [1978] provide a description of the major structural

characteristics of the fresh fish market in Hawaii for all species. They

examine the hypothesis that the market is not operating in a manner

conducive to expansion. They present tabulated data on a number of

industry characteristics.

Garrod and Chong also describe in detail the auction market structure

and practices. They analyze structural attributes of the retail market

which may be "conducive to misconduct, high prices, low efficiency, poor

product quality, and a general low standard of performance" (p. 18). In

particular, they assess the follOWing three attributes for the fresh fish

market in Hawaii: (1) ease of entry, (2) degree of buyer and seller

concentration, and (3) absolute number of firms.
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They conclude that barriers to entry may exist because the market

is well established. The new entrant faces normal economic barriers as

well as the requirement to compete against the goodwill and marketing

know-how of the established firm. They develop a concentration index at

the wholesale level based on number of employees of each firm in proces

sing or sales and conclude that, given the small number of wholesalers and

the fact that the number of employees is a poor proxy for market share,

their concentration index does not provide evidence of a concentrated

market. They suggest, however, that the small number of firms may imply

the presence of market leadership. Using the absolute number of firms

as a measure, Garrod and Chong describe the market as oligopolistic and

oligopsonistic.

The discussion on price determination in the fresh fish market is

based on interviews with fish dealers and observations at the various

market outlets. Garrod and Chong consider factors not previously given

much attention in analysis of this market. For example, they point out

that: (1) the retail fish dealers generally set their prices on the

basis of the morning auction price; (2) that price varies by species and

conversion rate (percent of whole fish that is saleable); (3) that

availability of proper storage and perishability of the fish are

important in price determination especially at the end of the day;

(4) that the minimum negotiated price for aku has benefited the aku

fisherman and could serve as an example to other fishermen; and

(5) that allegations of collusion among large buyers could not be

verified empirically.

Lastly, they consider alternative marketing systems and present a

"scenario" which might develop if adoption of modern technology occurred.
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They suggest that cost-reducing innovations often result in fewer

persons producing more, that is, a more concentrated market. A more

concentrated market results from the impact of the increased volume of

fish available for sale which would force price down, driving less

efficient firms out of the industry. Their final'observation is that

markets evolve to meet the situation and that the existing market

structure may be the most viable.

Garrod and Chong were the first to attempt an industry or market

study, ~nd lay a theoretical framework for a study of the market, with

consideration of both dema~d and supply. Data are lacking to actually

test many of the questions posed by Garrod and Chong.

Although the research area of the above studies is the same, there

are variations in emphasis and methodology. Generally, the authors have

attempted to describe the fishery and explain why there has been no

entry or expansion. The conclusions consistently point to increasing

costs and market limitations as reasons for the declining or stagnating

industry. There have also been allusions both in the economic studies

and the descriptive literature to some type of "sinister" collusion in

the fresh fish market. Garrod and Chong propose that the existence

of collusion (which they were unable to verify empirically) may be a

result of natural evolutionary tendencies within the market.

Both cost and market analyses for skipjack tuna have used the

average price derived from State Fish and Game data. This average price

is total value divided by total quantity and does not reflect the market

positions enjoyed by the skipjack producers in the two markets. Also,

except for Garrod and Chong, the emphasis of the previous research has

been on the supply side. To date, a market analysis with appropriate
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price data has not been done. Supply and demand for skipjack have not

been empirically or theoretically analyzed together.

B. OTHER FISHERIES STUDIES

The classic study of the Pacific Halibut Fishery by Crutchfield and

Zellner [1962J was the first to include sections on the theoretical

considerations and empirical estimation of port (ex-vessel) pricing. Two

cases were cited for study. In the one case, Ketchikan, Alaska, there

was only an inventory demand. The authors attribute the lack of a

statistically significant price-quantity relationship to buyer mobility.

That is, the inventory price acts as a floor during periods of heavy

landings. The inventory buyers do not bid up prices in periods of light

landings. In the Seattle case, there was an inventory and a fresh

demand. The authors predict that the price will be bid up in periods of

light landings by the fresh fish buyers and that the inventory buyers

will provide a floor on the price. In times of heavy landings, the

price would be bid down to the inventory price. The authors report

positive correlation between the residuals and light and heavy landings

and negative correlation between the residuals and medium landings. This

information is used to calculate the quantity at which an hypothesized

bend or kink occurs in the demand curve. Since the point of the kink

in the demand curve was not central to their investigation, it was not

explored further.

Bell [1968] analyzed the effect on the New England Demand for

various species, of the removal of the Papal ban on Friday meat-eating.

Quantity landed is exogenous. Bell finds a negative relationship between

landing price and quantity landed; a positive relationship between price

and personal income; and a positive relationship between own price and
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the price of competing fish in six out of seven species. He attributes

the poor showing of imports in explaining variation in domestic landing

prices to the fact that there are two different fish products (fresh

and frozen), each not highly price-sensitive to the other.

In 1969, Nash and Bell reported the results of an economic workshop

held to select the "best" demand equations for each of 50 species that

had been studied. Geographic area, market level and observational

interval varied by study and the dependent variables were different and

therefore the equations are not comparable. Own price elasticities

reported for fresh fish were negative and larger than -2. The income

effect, import effects and substitution effect vary by species. There

were no estimations for any tuna species. Since results only are pre-

sented, however, the theoretical basis for selection of variables and

the interpretation of the results are left to the reader.

Waugh and Norton [1969] suggested that the seasonal variation of

fish prices might be dealt with by the use of (1) distributed lags to

account for inventories; (2) trigonometric functions where phase and

amplitude are considered; or (3) dummy variables. They point out that

autocorrelation is present in their data, and that none of the above

methods explains why the seasonal variation in prices occurs. They

compute price flexibilities and find that prices are relatively

inflexible with respect to landings which is the reverse of the situation

in farm products. They deduce that farm policies therefore may not be

applicable to fisheries. They estimated a system of simultaneous equations

which evaluate the substitutability between meat, fish and poultry. IVhen

meat is the dependent variable, meat and poultry are substitutes, meat

and fish are substitutes in the absence of poultry. Poultry and meat
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are compliments when poultry is the dependent variable. When fish is

the dependent variable, there is no relation at all found among the

products.

Bell [1969] built a forecasting model to predict the effect of

investment and technological change on the world tuna fisheries. He

estimated per capita tuna consumption in various countries as a function

of the ratio of the price of tuna to other prices in the economy, per

capita real income, the ratio of salmon prices to other prices in the

economy, and the ratio of meat, fish and poultry prices to other prices

in the economy. He estimated world demand and supply of tuna considering

maximum sustainable yields in the various tuna fisheries. His projec

tions indicated that in the future, more than half the tuna catch will

consist of skipjack tuna.

Blomo and Nichols [1974], Johnson and Wood [1974] and Jensen [1976]

have studied various levels of the fish processing industry. Although

interesting, they do not address any direct demand at the ex-vessel

or wholesale level.

L. E. Queirolo [1976] attempted to isolate and identify the factors

governing demand for domestically produced rainbow trout in a representa

tive West Coast market and to assess the impact of the introduction of

pansize salmon on demand. Based on limited data, he found a negative

income elasticity for rainbow trout. He attributed fluctuations in

demand to "seasonal factors" and found that the presence of Japanese

trout in the market has a negative impact on the quantity of domestic

trout demanded.

Ballard and Blomo [1977] developed an econometric forecasting model

of the United States tuna industry. They consider catch per vessel ton
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as a function of season and time; per capita consumption of tuna as a

function of population, prices of meat and poultry and lagged consump

tion. Fleet capacity is taken as exogenous. Ballard and Blomo note that

the tuna industry has a number of institutional and structural relation

ships which are important to consider. However, they conclude that

forecasting had a higher priority at the time of their study, and for

that reason, no analysis of industry structure is done.

Bockstael [1977] presented a model of the market for interrelated

groundfish products incorporating the important elements of inventories

and imports. The model is block recursive. The five blocks estimated

were: retail demand for fish, retail frozen demand, wholesale price

determination, inventory holdings and import relations. Supply (landings)

is taken as exogenous. Dummy variables were used to account for

seasonality. Bockstael hypothesizes that "domestic landings are channeled

predominantly into the frozen market when the existing fresh marketing

chain cannot handle more" (p. 11). She models the demand for domestic

freezings as a function of imports. The imports serve as a proxy

(inversely related) for the residual demand of domestic freezers (after

fresh demand is satisfied). The intermediary (in the frozen sector)

can adjust inventories either by shifting his demand schedule for foreign

supply or adjusting his quoted price for domestic supplies.

The results generally reflect the expected positive income effect,

negative price-quantity relationships, and variable substitution effects

found in other studies. This study is by far the most comprehensive

including retail demand factors, mark-ups, international fishing quotas,

exchange rates and foreign fishing catch.

While the model provides some excellent information, there are

points which remain unexplained or tested. It is unclear, for example,
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where the hypothesis that domestic landings are channeled into freezings

after a certain point is tested. The resolution of the wholesale price

determination section of the model comes with the addition of lagged

wholesale prices. If these are "offered prices" as Bockstael suggested,

rather than competitively determined prices, then an improvement in the

explanatory power of the model and a decrease in standard error is to

be expected, since one would not expect large variations in offered

prices. Bockstael's model was not intended to explain the apparent

kinked demand curve facing the domestic fishermen. This question and

that of the impact of pricing structure on consumer or producer welfare

were not explicitly addressed. This review of fisheries market studies

provides a general framework wi.thin which to construct an econometric

market model of the Hawaii skipjack tuna market including both supply

and demand.

Wilkinson [1979] indentifies four current principal issues concern

ing the management of fisheries. One of these issues yet to be addressed

in economics is the organization, structure and political effectiveness

of the fishing industry. He notes that "the traditional industrial

organization studies, with emphasis on institutional and empirical

analysis, that provide the underpinnings for business and government

relations in other areas of the economy are lacking in this industry"

(p. 2S2). The question that arises from Wilkinson's recommendations is

that of the validity and us~fulness of industrial organization studies

and the relevanc~ of applying this same methodology to fishery markets

and policy. The conclusion drawn from the literature review which

follows is that classification of markets in the industrial organization
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sense is not clearly defined and is unnecessary in order to provide

analysis for policy decisions.

C. HARKET STRUCTURE AND ORGANIZATION

The classification of industry as purely competitive or monopolistic

is being and has been debated and tested empirically. The competitive

model assumes a market with many utility optimizing consumers, many

profit maximizing producers who are price-takers, easy entry and exit

of both firms and consumers, consumption and production with no

externalities present, full knowledge on the part of producers and

consumers and lastly, unimpaired flow of resources which would lead to

the attainment of long-run equilibrium. The monopoly model describes a

market where there are also optimizing consumers and producers, except

that there is one producer of a good for which there are no close

substitutes. The producer faces a downward sloping demand curve and,

therefore, has control over price and output in the market. If there are

successful barriers to entry, this producer may reap excess profits,

profits which are higher than the opportunity cost of capital, in the

long run with no inherent tendency tQward a long run competitive

equilibrium.

The nature of the debate concerning these models results from

attempts both to refine the theory of the firm and market organization

and attempts to apply this theory, particularly in regulatory and

anti-trust actions. A new approach surfaced when Joan Robinson [1933]

and Edward Chamberlin [1933] published works on imperfect and mono

polistic competition.

Most of the discussion immediately following these publications

centered on the definitions of monopolistic competition and imperfect
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competition [Robinson, 1935; Chamberlin, 1935; Sweezy, 1936; Harrod,

1934]. The terms "monopolistic" and "imperfect" were often used

sytlomously to describe some markets 'in between' the polar states of pure

competition and pure monopoly. Chamberlin, in a later edition, restated

the assertion that his thesis is not the same as Robinson's but deals

with an entirely different orientation regarding the operation of

markets. Robinson used the polar markets as the basis for comparing

the observed in-between markets. Her contribution was to show the

usefulness of marginal concepts in the analysis of value and to clearly

define conditions of production as they deviated from pure competition.

Thus the name, imperfect competition was applied to markets where

monopoly characteristics were observed.

Chamberlin's idea cente~ed on the premise that monopoly should be

the starting position fer ~nalysis. He contended that the individual

producer has monopoly power over a specific good in terms of both the

quantity supplied and the price. Each producer produces a uniquely

differentiated good and is constrained in price by the presence and

quality of substitute goods. As substitutes appear, the producer must

compete to hold a share of the total market, where the market is not

confined to one homogeneous good or a specified number of sellers. The

appearance of uniform prices results when all producers are producing

at the minimum point on their average cost curve. The price charged is

a function of this cost curve, the quality of the product and the

producer's market which depends on consumer valuation of that producer's

product. Since each producer faces a do~~ward sloping demand curve,

each must be aware of their own share relative to the other producer's

shares. The key constraint on producers, therefore is the elasticity of
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both their individual demands and the group demand for the whole market.

This elasticity reflects the marginal valuation of their product by

consumers relative to the substitute products. Under this analysis,

the traditional criteria for market determination such as number of

sellers, barriers to entry or homogeneity of product have no relevance.

If goods are relatively homogeneous, for example, the producers seek to

differ~ntiate their product through advertising or brand name promotion.

The absolute number of firms or buyers is not the determining criterion

of price. The determinant of price is the relative valuation by

consumers. As long as values are even slightly different for even

slightly differentiated products, price will be somewhat above marginal

cost for the individual producer. Also, analysis of an industry under

conditions of monopolistic competition depends critically on the

definition of the market for example in terms of the product, or the

geographical location.

The debate continued, and in the 1960 edition, Chamberlin presented

an appendix with over 2,000 bibliographic references to monopolistic

competition. Among the contributors was Machlup [1937] who considered

the impact on perfect competition of "rival-conscious sellers," the

immobility of factors, and the speed of adaption. Following Robinson,

Machlup classifies markets in terms of deviation from perfect competition.

A. P. Lerner [1937] pointed out that the loss from monopoly should be

measured as a deviation from a social optimum as represented by the

outcome of competition. With this goal, the absolute number of firms,

market shares, location or advertising expenditures become irrelevant

as measures in themselves. This 'Lerner Index' of monopoly power
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[(price - marginal cost)/price] is still used today to evaluate industry

performance.

The refinement of the theory and empirical applications emerged in

two general streams of literature: industrial organization and gp.neral

microeconomic theory. A number of important contributions have been made

which explore innovation, product differentiation, excess capacity and

uncertainty (for both consumers and producers) as determinants of firm

and industry behavior. Only the major and most recent relevant works

will be reviewed here.

Joe S. Bain [1959] summarized and expanded the then current hypo

theses regarding behavior of firms and the measurement and implications

of this behavior on total economic welfare. He pointed to the need for

more empirical testing of conventional price theory with the objective

of validating the qualitative assertions concerning market performance.

He discussed barriers to entry as measured by scale economies, absolute

cost advantages of established firms and product differentiation. He

also noted that there seemed to exist a number of major patterns of

market conduct regarding the character of interseller relationships.

Bain acknowledges that each industry may present a "unique structural

situation." However, scientific analysis and theoretical generalization

would be better served if major dimensions of market structure were

identified and measured. He lists four dimensions which appear to be

the most important conditioning influences on market performance: the

degree of seller concentration, the degree of buyer concentration, the

degree of product differentiation and the condition of entry. Bain

concludes that identification of market structures, conduct and resultant

performance of industries are relevant insofar as government policies
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are formulated to improve the working of the economy and to promote the

existence of competition.

Bain's work demonstrated that refinement of the theory had not

progressed very far since the 1930's. His four major dimensions of

market structure served for the next 20 years as gUidelines for empirical

testing. The literature of individual determinants of market structure

and their impact on market performance is extensive [see Needham, 1978

for comprehensive bibliography]. Mathematical indices of seller

concentration ratios, profitability and entropy have been developed and

applied to analysis of many industries. The ·relative values of individual

indices has been discussed in relation to measurement of monopoly.

Dansby and Willig [1979] have recently presented the ultimate index

using a Euclidian metric which combines more information than the other

measures and from which the most commonly used indices (Lerner Index,

Herfindahl Index) can be derived. Dansby and Willig state that a high

concentration index alone is not an adequate measure of market structure.

Their index incorporates the current industry characteristics and the

cost of government intervention relative to increases in social welfare

when intervention results in increased output from the industry. This

index represents an attempt to consider the loss from monopoly power in

the context of social costs.

Appelbaum [1979] presents a statistical parametric test for

price-taking behavior. The test is essentially a significance test of

the hypothesis that [(price - marginal cost)] = O. If (price - marginal

cost) is an appropriate measure in a theoretical sense, this test may

prove very useful in empirical studies. This theoretical question is

addressed below.
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A number of industry studies do not attempt to categorize a

particular market but rather assume a given structure and proceed with

analysis. Recent studies in finance [Meinster, 1979] and labor

[Johnson, 1978] have integrated industrial structure indices. In

addition, the empirical results of various industry studies using these

indices have been interpreted differently. Harold Demsetz [1973] argues

that there is no evidence, either empirical or theoretical to support the

market concentration doctrine. This doctrine relaced the rate of profit

and concentration of sellers to market power. Demsetz asserts that

observed higher profits to larger firms in a concentrated industry

reflects competitive striving for efficiency rather than monopolistic

behavior. Needham [1978] disagrees with this view, noting that

absolute firm size is an inappropriate measure when comparing differen

tial profit rates across firms in an industry. Needham concedes that the

direction of causation among profitability, concentration and rival

reactions remains to be empirically established.

At about the same time Bain's work was published, general price

theorists began to consider the assumption of perfect information. This

line of thought proved more fruitful and has recently converged with the

industrial organization literature. In 1948, Friedman and Savage

specifically looked at the effects of risk preference on consumer choice

and showed that risk preferers will reap larger net returns than risk

adverse consumers. Alchian [1950] argued that "where foresight is

uncertain, profit maximization is meaningless as a guide to specifiable

action." He suggested that economic analysis should start with complete

uncertainty and unmotivation and that elements of foresight and motiva

tion should be added as they apply. Alchian also observes that survival
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in the market place is the result of an adaptive and often immitative

process, whereby firms seek "realized profits" in an uncertain world.

Stigler [1961] clearly identified the position of information as an

important determinant of price. He points out that price dispersion is

a symptom of imperfect information in a market. Stigler concludes that

explicit attention to the "search for information" explains a number of

observed phenomena. He specifically refers to reputation as a signal

of quality which economizes on search costs for the consumer. Advertis

ing and certain forms of economic organization serve as devices for

eliminating uncertainties.

These concepts of risk, uncertainty and information have developed

into an extensive body of literature. Stiglitz [1979] has shown that

price dispersion is consistent with competitive equilibrium. Expanding

on the-Stigler hypothesis, Stiglitz presents a theoretical case for

price dispersion resulting from variable search costs among consumers.

In Stiglitz's model, high search cost consumers will purchase from higher

priced stores while lower search cost individuals will seek out more

stores and a lower price. The profits between the stores may be the

same since the lower priced stores sell a larger volume. This of course

has implications for the use of profit measures in industry studies.

Although using a slightly different approach, Satterthwaite [1978]

pursues the same concepts. He shows that in the case of reputation goods

(doctor services) an increase in the number of sellers decreases the

returns to consumer information. His conclusion is that the competitive

requirement of many buyers and sellers actually leads to lower efficien~y

when consumers do not have perfect information. Dewey [1979] has

postulated that collusion which results in less price dispersion is a
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more efficient response to uncertainty. He suggests that the total

number of price changes in an industry may be used as an index of price

competition. He shows that although price stability through collusion

has traditionally been thought to result in both a lower expected profit

and a smaller variance of expected profit, this may not always be the

case. Specifically, if collusion results in a lessening of uncertainty

about prices, entry may take place which may again induce price dispersion

and uncertainty. The effects on expected profit, then, depend on the

quantity response of the entrant. Sjoquist [1979] analyzed market

adjustments under conditions where a price floor exists. He refers to

the uncertain~y element as the probability that a certain unit of good

would be sold after the price fl00r is imposed. His results are similar

to Dewey's and reflect the adjustments in inventories made by firms when

the quantity demanded in the primary market decreases in response to the

price floor.

Franklin M. Fisher [1979] addresses the whole question of diagnosing

market structure. He warns against analysis of industry performance

based on simplistic models of competition or monopoly. In particular,

he notes that there exists no single measure of the competitive rate

of return, because levels of risk vary by industry. He also suggests

that sole ownership of a resource is truly the only condition which

might serve as a genuine barrier to entry. Fisher's careful analysis

also identifies the dangers of classifying an industry by looking only

at "a snapshot" rather than the whole picture which would include the

time adjustment dimension. Like Demsetz, he points out that the

economist must take care not to confuse monopoly actions with behavior

which would naturally be expected to result from competition.
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D. SUMMARY

This study will follow Fisher and Dewey's suggestions of assuming

competitive behavior in order to actually model the behavior of the

industry rather than ass~e a particular structure based on observed

characteristics. As Bain suggests, each industry may present a unique

structural situation. The model developed here and presented in Chapter

III will describe the Hawaiian skipjack tuna market with emphasis on

the demand and supply decisions. Other studies of Hawaii fisheries have

identified. var'LabLes which have proved significant determinants of

demand or of supply behavior. Results of market studies in other areas

have also identified variables in fisheries which should be considered.

Results from the model developed here will provide information derived

from the simultaneous nature of the decision process in this market.

The emphasis will not be on identification of market structure since

there is obViously some question as to the applicability of traditional

industrial organization methodology in this case. Special attention

will be given to the role of uncertainty with regard to seasonal

availability of the skipjack resource. Theoretically, this uncertainty

affects both demand and supply decisions. The model here will explicitly

deal with the effects of uncertainty on the supply of trips and total

catch decisions which are key decisions in the total market operation.

The conclusions will examine the optimal allocation of the total catch

by the cooperative between the fresh fish demand and the demand from

the cannery with respect to producer and consumer welfare positions.
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CHAPTER III

THEORETICAL MODEL

A. INTRODUCTION

In this chapter, a simultaneous equations model of the Hawaii

skipjack tuna industry is developed which departs from the models of

other fisheries in several ways. The key issues of the model are the

determination of supply variables and wholesale price where these

variables are interrelated. The framework of the model is broader than

others in that it takes account of the decisions to supply trips and

catch as determinants of the quanti~y sold in the two markets. These

supply decisions are in turn determined by demand conditions. The model

can be viewed in two sections. The first section contains functional

relationships which determine the number of trips taken, the total catch

and the quantity sold to the fresh wholesale fish market. These rela

tions allow for endogenous changes in capacity utilization measured as

trips taken and endogenous quantity supplied to markets in the short run

and exogenous adjustments in industry capacity over the long run. The

model also includes a measure of uncertainty as a determinant of the

industry decision to supply trips. The second section of the model is

demand related and gives explicit attention to the two components of

total demand facing the industry, wholesale fresh demand and demand from

the cannery. The structure of the model provides for demand conditions

in both markets to feed into the supply section of the model. Other

fisheries studies use a common assumption of an exogenous supply of fish

and exogenous capacity utilization, where price is determined by demand
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and a vertical supply of fish. The uncertainty of catch has not been

given explicit attention elsewhere.

B. THEORETICAL MODEL SPECIFICATION

The supply decisions in the Hawaii skipjack tuna market are based

on a number of uncertainties both for the individual vessel and for the

industry as a whole. It is important to distinguish the conditions facing

the individual firm in this industry from those of a cooperative selling

unit. The individual firm would maximize expected utility of profit by

equating expected price with marginal cost including risk. A single

seller cooperative would maximize by equating expected marginal revenue

with expected marginal cost including risk. ~~en the marginal opportunity

cost of selling in the fresh fish market is the marginal revenue

obtainable from the cannery, then the above maximum positions could be

stated:

Firm: E(MR) = f (MR , x ,
c

x' )

Coop: E(MR) = f(MR ,
c

z , z')

where x, x', z, and z' represent risk or measures of uncertainty facing

the firm and the cooperative.

The individual firm in any fishery faces two types of uncertainty,

x and x'. x refers to the biologically determi~ed catch rate exogenous

to the fishermen which can only be reduced to some minimum, not elimi-

nated, given the state of the technology of locating available fish.

The more skilled vessel captain would face a lower x and therefore, have

a lower marginal cost than less skilled captains. This entrepreneurial

factor was identified by Comitini [1977] in his "index of fishing

effectiveness" reflecting differential catch rates hy vessel. The

second type of uncertainty, Xl ~ is the result of traders' uncertainty
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about the terms on which they might make market exchanges. Other studies

of the skipjack industry have concluded that limited markets are a

constraint to expansion. This must refer to the fresh market sales

since the cannery will buy all tuna at the offered price. The effect

of this limited fresh market on firm behavior has not been examined

explicitly. This uncertainty about obtaining a share of the fresh

market results in a variation of x' for the individual vessel. In

order to lower x' and be sure of a share of the fresh fish market, it

might be in the interest of a particular vessel, operating independently,

to be the first into port each day. To adapt to x' and get a higher

price, the vessel might cut short an all day fishing trip and try to

beat the other vessels to market. However, there is certainly a trade-off

to be considered between a higher price and a larger quantity sold later

in the day. The effect of this trade-off on the total revenues of an

individual vessel owner i8 of course dependent on the elasticity of

demand. This trade-off is less critical if the fishermen have, as

they do in Hawaii, a certain alternative market in which to sell. Without

the cannery demand, the price in the fresh market would be-the major

determinant of the quantity supplied. This fresh market price would

fluctuate for the individual producer in response to the total supply

of the industry. In addition, the individual producer could not be

sure of any sales in the limited market. In this case where market

supplies are random and prices adjust instantaneously, price dispersion

would prevail as a measure of total competition as suggested by Stiglitz

[1979]. Also as price dispersion increases, consumers incur higher

search costs. This is consistent with Stigler's [1961] conclusion

that price dispersion is a symptom of imperfect information in a
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market. A fluctuating demand would fur~~~~ increase variation in

expected revenues.

The market price would be bid down to equal the cannery offered

price in periods of heavy landings as suggested by Crutchfield and

Zellner [1961]. During periods when the total catch exceeded the quantity

demanded of fresh fish at the cannery offered price, the individual

vessel would be indifferent as to which market they sold in, since the

price would be the same. If total catch was less than the quantity

demanded of fresh fish at the offered price, for example in periods of

light landings, there would be no sales to the cannery and the fresh

fish price would be greater than the cannery offered price. In the

case of one known price, x (the availability of fish), for each vessel

would be unchanged but, x' (the market uncertainty), for each vessel

would approach zero since the fishermen would know the expected price.

The expected fresh market price would vary as total catch varied with

the cannery offered price as a floor.

A unique feature of the Hawaii skipjack tuna market is that the

relationship between x and x' is not stable over the year. The catch

uncertainty, x, measured as the probability of a non-zero catch trip, is

lowest in the summer season and market uncertainty, x', is lowest in

December when demanc for fresh fish is up. During other months, the

relationship is less obvious. Given that this demand is for "fresh"

fish, the vessels are unable to meet increases in demand from inventories

and therefore, are unable to smooth production over the year as is

possible in other industries. (See Figure 1 for catch over selected

year.)
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Figure 1. Level of Skipjack Tuna Catch by Month, 1964-78.
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A cooperative of the vessels still would face z, which is biologi

cally determined and less than the biological uncertainty facing an

individual vessel. z is less than x because the likelihood that one of

several vessels will catch some fish is greater than that of only one

vessel alone. This would be true even in times of overall relative

scarcity of fish such as in the off-season.

The cooperat~ve selling observed in the skipjack tuna market can

be viewed as an attempt to adapt to both event and market uncertainty.

Uith the reduction of x' and assurance of a cooperative share of the fresh

market, the vessel may realize larger expected profits and therefore has

an incentive to increase production if the vessel's supply decision is

more dependent on fresh fish sales than on sales to the cannery.

Dewey [1979:593] points out that an increase in profit depends on how

much quantity increases with the cooperative relative to what output

would be in an uncertain regime in the absence of the cooperative. The

difference in output and price under competition or cooperative selling

depends on the elasticity of demand as well as the reduction in marginal

cost including uncertainty under the cooperative. Sales in the elastic

range of the demand curve could result in the same level of output at the

same price in both cases.

A key is~ue in modeling this industry therefore, becomes one of

capturing the industry supply response in relation to a change in prices

and levels of uncertainty. This consideration is especially important

in relation to policy issues which would affect either the price

structure or supply conditions.
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1. Endogenous Capacity Utilization and Quantity Supplied

Fisheries market studies have traditionally assumed exogenous supply

and capacity utilization in the short run. This assumption implies a

recursive world ~~~T'~ fishing effort and catch are pre-determined by

factors exogenous to the market. Once the fish are caught, the total

catch is put onto the market and the price is determined. There is also

an implicit assumption made in these models that an industry is operating

at full capacity where full capacity is defined as the minimum point on

the long-run industry average cost curve. There is no common measure of

capacity being used in fisheries studies. (See Prochaska, 1978 for

discussion of capacity in commercial fisheries.) A common measure of

capacity utilization is catch per unit of effort where unit of effort is

a fishing trip. Full capacity utilization and exogenous supply then imply

that firms are not adjusting the supply of fish to the market or the

number of trips over time in response to the expected price. The

appropriateness of these assumptions depends on the length of the market

period and the mechanism through which supply adjustment may occur.

For example, the short-run supply adjustment in fisheries could be

through a change in the number of trips taken or length of trip or

through a change in the quantity actually sold on the market. It is

reasonable to assume that the fishermen have a reservation price for the

fish that are caught. The explicit effect of this reservation price

is that the total catch may not equal the quantity sold.

The long-run adjustment occurs through entry or exit of firms and

the subsequent change in industry capacity. The Hawaii skipjack tuna

industry has been described as stagnating because of lack of new invest

ment over a period of several years. Table 1, however, reports the
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Table l. Entry and Exit of Skipjack Tuna Pole-and-Line Vessels 1964-79.

Estimated baitwell capacity
Number of vesselsa (gal)

Year Current Exit Entry Net change Cumm. Total

1963 11,964

1964 14 1 0 -1,297 -1,297 10,667

1965 13 ° 0 ° -1,297 10,667

1966 14 a 1 +1,135 -162 11,802

1967 13 2 1 -902 -1,064 10,900

1968 12 1 a -575 -1,639 10,325

1969 12 a a a -1,639 10,325

1970 12 1 a -580 -2,219 9,745

1971 12 ° 1 +1,135 -1,084 10,880

1972 12 1 1b +865 -219 11,745

1973 13 0 1 +650 +431 12,395

1974 13 a a 0 +431 12,395

1975 13 0 a a +431 12,395

1976 13 1 a -854 -423 11,541

1977 12 1 1 +336 -87 11,877

1978 12 0 0 a -87 11,877

1979 12 a 0 -87 11,877

~umber of vessels present at beginning of season--May.

bNew vessel.

adjustment of the industry around a stable equilibrium capacity where

capacity is measured by baitwel1 capacity rather than by the absolute

number of firms. Prior studies [Shang 1969; Comitini 1977; Yoshida et

al. 1977] have clearly shown that given the technology in this industry,

the availability and hardiness of baitfish with which to chum is critical.

The baitwe11 capacity of the vessels has not been previously used as a

measure of capital input. This measure abstracts from the problem of

bait mortality and bait availability. Uchida [1976] found a positive
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correlation between catch/effective trip and baitwell capacity and gross

tonnage. His vessel study was confounded however, by the high mobility

of skilled captains and crews during the 1952-70 period of his study. He

specifically cites the 1965-70 period when a minimum of nine vessels

changed captains and part of the crew. As can be seen from Table 1,

nine vessels would represent about 65 percent of the total vessels in

the fishery at that time. Comitini [1977] has clearly shown that these

qualitative characteristics of vessels related to labor skills of the

captain and crew are important determinants of individual vessel produc

tion. The impacts of this mobility on the industry's total production

is an empirical question which can be considered once industry capital

adjustments are accounted for. Baitwell capacity, then, is taken here

as an indication of industry capital capacity.

Changes in industry capacity may likewise be accurately reflected

by changes in industry baitwell capacity. Capacity may change through

the entry of new vessels or through the entry and exit of previously

established vessels. Table 1 shows that, except for the entry in 1972,

all long-run industry capacity adjustment has taken place through the

entry and exit of established firms. Changes in capacity then would

affect total catch through changes in baitwell potential.

Another capacity consideration is that of re-investment in older

vessels. Established vessels in this fishery have undergone considerable

renovation over time. This renovation is encouraged by U.S. Government

guaranteed loans and a capital construction fund for reconditioning or

reconstructing up to 75 percent of the capital value of a vessel. The

loans require an acceptable level of fishing experience as a condition

for eligibility. The presence of this "new" investment implies an
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expected positive rate of return in the industry which is not consistent

with a dying or stagnating industry. The determination of the rate of

return is not critical to this study and will not be considered

explicitly. It is important to note that entry is occurring alb~it by

firms with acquired specific skills and capital. These re-entering firms

would have lower costs and therefore be able to maximize profits at a

lower price level than those firms entering with newly constructed

vessels. The baitwell capacity variable is also a proxy for this type

of long-run capital adjustment in the industry.

The short-run supply adjustment mechanism is reflected in capacity

utilization measured as the number of trips taken. If the short-run

market period is one day, full utilization of capacity and exogenous

supply are somewhat inescapable. However, the short-run decision

variable facing the firm, whether or not to take a fishing trip, is

certainly determined by the expected price and profits over a longer

planning horizon than one day. The question of appropriate planning

horizon has not been addressed in the fisheries literature explicitly,

except to implicitly assume that the season is the relevant time span.

Length of a firm's planning horizon has some obvious effects on short-run

c~pacity utilization and expected revenues and profits. It may be

hypothesized that given a planning horizon less than one year (a five

month season, for example), the vessels in fisheries elsewhere may

actually operate at full capacity utilization in order to maximize

revenues over this period.

Two factors in the Hawaii fishery make the assumptions of full

capacity utilization and exogenous supply untenable. First, vessels in

fisheries elsewhere may be idled during the off-season due to weather or
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non-availability of fish or during periods of regulated no-fishing. In

Hawaii, the effect of availability of fish will be considered in the

model. Regulated periods of no-fishing are not a consideration in

Hawaii. Secondly, a vertical supply curve from exogenous supply

determination implies that once the fish are caught, they have a zero

marginal opportunity cost. In the Hawaii skipjack tuna case, sales of

fish to the fresh fish market do not have a zero marginal opportunity

cost once caught, because of the demand of the cannery to buy all fish

offered at the negotiated price. On a monthly basis, the evidence on

variation in trips in this :ishery indicates that there is variation

in short-run capacity utilization when measured as number of trips.

Figure 2 presents variation in trips over months and selected years for

full time commercial skipjack tuna vessels in the Hawaii fishery.

Because capacity determination and measure in the fishing industry

is still unresolved in the literature, there is no attempt here to

develop a new measure or to explain the determination of the absolute

level of capacity. Baitwell capacity is used as a measure of long-run

capacity adjustment in explaining the short-run capacity utilization

measure, number of trips taken per month. In the short run then, capacity

utilization as measured by number of trips depends on the industry capital

capacity in addition to weather and seasonal factors which have been

suggested in prior studies of this fishery to affect the level of ~ctivity

in the industry.

The decision to take a trip involves assessment of the expected

revenues from the trip relative to the costs of the trip. The cannery

sales represent a certain component of revenues, whereas the expected

price or revenues from the fresh market sales are uncertain and dependent
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on the actions of other vessels in the industry. Although individual

vessels may consider fresh market price as a determinant of the number

of trips, this consideration does not hold for the industry as a whole.

Also, the probability of catching (z) determines the number of trips

taken. The number of trips and tota1.catch are simultaneously determined

where trips determine catch. The total catch varies with changes in the

number of trips, the exogenous seasonality 'Jf fish and the length of

trip. The length of trip measured in hours would be responsive to the

price of fuel expended in search time. It is also asserted in the model

that total catch is responsive to revenues from the cannery and that

increased expected revenues are associated with larger catches. The

total catch is also responsive to the fresh market price. A higher fresh

market price would induce a large catch with a given level of expected

cannery sales.

Total catch for the industry then is determined simultaneously with

trips. The trip and catch relations for the industry can be written:

TRIPS = T(RC, W, K, S, z)

where RC represents the expected revenues from cannery sales; W is a

(1)

vector of weather variables; K is a measure of baitwe11 capacity and is

assumed constant over months in a year but variant over years; S is a

seasonal variable; and z is the exogenous event uncertainty relating to

the biologically determined chance of catching fish; and

TCATCH = C(RC, P, T, F, S) = Q

where T is the number of trips per month; F is the cost of fuel which

(2)

varies with catch and search time; P is a vector of fresh market prices;

Tand Q is total catch. The specification of the catch as a function of

trips makes it clear that total catch is endogenous in this model.
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2. Price Determination and Allocation of the Catch

As equations (1) and (2) show, trips and catch are determined by

the revenues from the cannery and the fresh market price where price is

determined by the quantity supplied to the fresh market as shown in

equation (3). The revenues from cannery sales are determined in equation

(5) by fresh market price. Equations (3) and (4) of the model attend

to price determination in the market and allocation of fish between the

wholesale demanders and the cannery demand. Demand at the wholesale

and cannery level is a derived demand for the final retail product,

fresh sashimi, steaks, filets, or canned tuna fish. The determinants of

this derived demand, quantity supplied, and the revenues from the residual

sales to the cannery, can be expressed as:

QFF = Q(RC, C, IT, N) (3)

pFF = p(QFF, QSUB, Y, POP, S2, TASTES) (4)

RC = RC(pT, C, pFF) (5)

where QFF is the quantity of skipjack tuna supplied to the fresh market;

RC is the expected revenues from cannery sales; C is total catch, the

dependent variable in equation (2); IT is the quantity of imported fresh

and frozen tuna; N is the number of vessels fishing full time for

FFskipjack; S2 is the size distribution of catch; r is the average price

of a pound of skipjack tuna on the fresh fish market; QSUB is a vector

of the quantities of other fresh fish that may be substitutes in consump-

tion of skipjack tuna; Y is the income of the final consumer; POP is

population; TASTES represent a measure of consumer preferences by season.

Equation (3) represents the quantity sold on the fresh fish market.

It is expected to be negatively related to the revenues from the cannery

in the case where substitution between the markets is occurring. The
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quantity sold is also determined by the total catch and the number of

vessels. As the nurr"~r of vessels increases, the quantity sold will

increase within the constraints of the fresh market demand presented in

equation (4). The theoretical effect of fresh and frozen imports is

uncertain. The effect will be positive if these imports are considered

substitutes by the cannery and negative if these imports are considered

substitutes by the fresh wholesale buyers. The determinants in equation

(4) are derived from expectations of the economic theory of demand. In

this market, size of fish, must be considered as a price determinant

where a larger average size implies a higher average price. This concept

of fish size as a demand shifter has been developed by Gates [1974].

Equation (5) determines the revenues from cannery sales which are

dependent on the fresh market price (pFF) which is endogenous, the price

of canned tuna (pT), and the total catch as determined in equation (2).

The cannery offered price is negotiated approximately three times per

year. At the offered price, the cannery will buy all locally caught

. tuna supplied. This cannery offered price in previous studies [Shang,

1969; Comitini 1977] has been taken as being exogenously determined by

either west coast cannery offered prices or by world tuna market prices.

In this model, an attempt is made to provide a more direct link between

the cannery offered price, the industry's revenues from cannery sales,

and the final demand for tuna.

This residual or inventory demand of the cannery is not unique to

this fishery and has been recognized by other researchers in other

fisheries [Crutchfield and Zellner 1962; Bockstae1 1977]. However, the

explicit effects of this segment of demand on expansion of the industry

and pricing structure have not been adequately explored.
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The model developed in this chapter was tested against data for

the 1970-78 period. Results of this estimation as well as a description

of data and estimation technique are reported and discussed in Chapter

IV. A simulation of the model is also presented for evaluation purposes.
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CHAPTER IV

ESTD1ATION AND RESULTS

A. ESTIMATION TECHNIQUE

Three-stage least squares (3SLS) was chosen as the estimation

technique in this study. Ordinary least squares (OLS) estimation of

individual structural equations in a simultaneous system results in

biased and inconsistent estimators for the parameters. Other demand

studies have used OLS for estimation of single-equation models with

assumptions of exogenous supply. ~yo-stage least squares (2SLS) was

used in Bockstael's [1977] study for the simultaneous systems within

the block recursive model of the groundfish industry. Bockstael recog-

nizes the presence of autocorrelation in her data but does not adjust

for it. The Bockstael model also included exogenous catch. Other than

these examples, there is no guidance from fisheries literature as to

the appropriate estimation technique for a system with endogenous supply.

There is, however, a continuing problem in fisheries market model

estimation with autocorrelation in the data. Previous studies have

acknowledged the problem but have yet to account for the autocorrelation

resulting from the underlying seasonal variation in availability cf

There are two general ways of dealing with seasonality or trends in data.

If the trend is believed to be truly exogenous to the model, estimation

of economic relationships could be done using seasonally adjusted or

de-trended data. This method does not permit testing s~me hypotheses

about the seasonal variation in parameters. Prior seasonal adjustment of

data may also introduce bias into the estimated relationship when the

true relationship should include the lag effect. Seasonal adjustment of
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data may also present the problem of eliminating variation in all

variables including those which might be relevant to the behavioral

relationships being tested. Because this model presented here reflects

the economic agents' response to these exogenous events, the data will

be used without seasonal adjustment. Seasonal variation in parameters

will be examined by using the analysis of covariance method. This does

not, however, correct for autocorrelation.

Mendelssohn [1979] has applied Box-Jenkins techniques to similar

catch statistics for this fishery and developed a l2-month moving

average autoregressive model which forecasts catch well. His model

shows that autocorrelation is present both in trips and in catch and

should be accounted for. Mendelssohn's model was developed for fore

casting only and reflects no influence of demand or economically

determined behavioral relationships on the catch.

It has been pointed out, however, that 3SL8, or any other systems

procedure is likely to be quite sensitive to errors in the specification

of the model [Fisher, 1965]. To evaluate the stability of our 35L5

estimated parameters we also used a modified 28L5 approach to obtain the

parameter estimates. Our adjustment consisted of using Generalized Least

Squares, rather ~han OL5 for each of the equations at the second stage

of a 2SL5 procedure, because we found that the residuals of the reduced

form equations for catch and the quantity supplied to market are

non-spherical. This adjustment was done for the two equations, catch

and quantity supplied to market. The other equations were estimated by

the standard 28L5 for the purposes of the evaluation.

The 35L8 procedure resulted in estimates, reported in Tables 2 and

3, which did not differ in signs from those obtained by the Modified 2SL8
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for the two equations and tr.e 25L5 for other equations (reported in

Appendix E). It would appear, therefore, that our estimates of the

structural parameters obtained through 35L5 are not subject to the

volatility associated with systems methods. We chose to use these

estimates since the theoretical properties of 3SL5 estimators are known

while those of our modified 2SLS procedure are not. Also, we have no

reason to assume that n takes the special form or. If it does, there

will be no loss in applying 3SLS, and if it does not, there will be

a loss from not applying 3SLS.

B. DATA AND PRELll1INARY DATA ANALYSIS

Data on skipjack tuna catch and fishing trips are collected

routinely at the Honolulu cannery by personnel of the Honolulu Labora-

tory, National Marine Fisheries Service. These records are of total

catch of skipjack by size of fish by vessel. Data on market transactions

are from unpublished records of the Hawaii Tuna Boat Owners Cooperative.

These market data included daily prices and quantities sold at market by

size of fish. Cannery offered prices and sales to the wholesale skipjack

market other than through the cooperative are from unpublished records

of the Honolulu Laboratory, National Marine Fisheries Service.
5

All

data are primary and have not been adjusted in any way other than the

aggregation described below.

Income and population data were only available annually and

therefore were calculated from the State of Hawaii and United States

Government monthly and annual reports. All calculations for the Hawaii

monthly income time series are reported in Appendix A. All calculations

for the Hawaii monthly population time series are reported in Appendix B.

5Catch statistics are the same time series as that used by
Uchida [1976].
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The price of fuel, the wholesale price of canned tuna and the

consumer price indices are taken directly from the U.S. Department of

Labor monthly publications, "Consumer Price Index--Detailed Report,"

"Producer Price Index for the United States," and "Consumer Price

Index--Pacific Cities and U.S. Average."

The years 1970-78 were chosen as the period of analysis in order

to use the latest available data so that the study would be as contem

porary as possible. During this period two events occurred which may

have affected the parameters of the estimated model. In 1972, as

previously mentioned, a new larger vessel, the Anela entered the fishery.

The baitwell capacity variable as well as the number of vessels variables

are used to account for this change. Nineteen seventy-three (1973) was

the year of the "mercury scare" which originated when high levels of

mercury were discovered in large pelagic fishes. This conceivably would

have a downward effect on market prices. A variable was inserted in the

demand equation to account for this possible shift and found to be

insignificant.

Observations on trips, total catch and market transactions were

collected on a daily basis. Quantities were summed over days and

vessels to get monthly totals by fish size. Cannery quantities sold

are total catch minus fresh wholesale market sales. To maintain relative

prices, total revenues were calculated on both a daily and monthly basis

by size of fish. The monthly prices to market then are weighted by

the relative amounts of each size category.

Market prices for fish were deflated by the Consumer Price Index

for meat, poultry and fish for Honolulu. Base year for this and all

CPI's used was 1967. The income variable was deflated by the CPI for
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"all items" for Honolulu. The price of fuel and wholesale canned tuna

were also deflated by the CPI for "all items" for Honolulu. Offered

cannery prices were deflated by the CPI for "all items" for Honolulu.

The average fish size variable used in the demand equation is a

calculated index.
6

The average fish size in a given catch may vary by

season, the total quantity of catch, or the relative amounts of large,

medium and small within a given catch. Large skipjack command a quality

premium in the market because of the higher eatable yield. Therefore,

a given catch may be associated with more than one average price. To

account for this variation, an index of average fish weight was

constructed by weighting the respective quantities caught in each size

category by the median weight in that category. Large equals greater

than 15 pounds; medium equals eight to 14 pounds; small equals three

to seven pounds. The calculated mean fish size then equals:

(18.5 * QL) + (11.5 * QM) + (5.5 * QS)- -QT QT QT

where: QL = quantity of large in a given months catch

QM = quantity of medium in a given months catch

QS = quantity of small in a given months catch

QT = total catch

Weather variables are from "Local Climatologic.J.l Data" published

monthly by the National Weather Service, NOAA. Appendix C reports simple

statistics and correlation coefficients for weather variables.

The number of vessels was calculated by adding the number of vessels

which landed any fish during a month. This means that vessels may have

only taken one trip during the month but ~rould still be counted as

6See Gates [1974] for mean fish size index based on a length-weight
relationship.
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fishing that month. The probability of catching is calculated in

percentages as the number of non-zero catch trips out of the total

number of total trips taken in a month.

An assumption of the model is that the relationships are linear.

Tests for nonlinearity of the functional forms as suggested by Theil

[1971:222] were performed on the catch equation. This was done by

fitting OL8 regressions of catch on trips in a quadratic specification.

Both the t-test and the F-test indicated that the null hypothesis of

linearity could not be rejected at the five percent level of signifi

cance. These tests were also performed using data disaggregated by

season and the same conclusion was reached. This supports the

biological finding [Uchida, 1976] that overfishing has not occurred in

this fishery. There are no a priori expectations that any of the other

equations should be nonlinear and none were found to violate the

linearity assumption.

Monthly observations were grouped by season, both on the basis of

prior knowledge of the seasonal variation in the fishery and on the

results of t-tests on dummy variables for both intercept and slope

variation by month. A number of fresh fish were tested as possible

substitutes or compliments for skipjack tuna in the fresh market. Only

those included in the final estimation were found to have non-zero

effects in the preliminary analysis.

C. ECONOMETRIC MODEL k~ RESULTS

The detailed discussion of the results, presented below, points

out that supply of trips, catch and quantity to market are endogenous

and responsive to revenues from the cannery as well as the exogenously

determined factors such as the cost of fuel and availability of fish.
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The effects of fish size, per capita income and the December change in

tastes are clearly shown to be important determinants of price. The

revenue from the cannery is shown to be determined by both the total

Hawaii skipjack tuna catch and the wholesale price of canned tuna in

the U.S. Lastly, the results emphasize the seasonal fluctuations in

the industry response to varying conditions facing the fishery.

In order to empirically test the industry relations described

earlier, two models were specified. The first, Model I, includes all

the theoretically hypothesized determinants. As the results of Model

I estimation (Table 2) show, the probability of catching and revenues

from the cannery are strong determinants of the number of trips.

Theoretical considerations suggested that the determination of trips may

result from an interactive effect between market price and probability

of catching. The trips equation was specified in Model II to reflect

this interaction and the results reported in Table 3. In addition,

variables which proved weak in Model I were subsequently dropped for the

estimation of Model II with no loss in explanatory power.

MODEL I

(1) TRIPS = ao + alRC + a2PR(ET) + a 3CAP + a4C t_I Z + aSSon

(2) CATCH = bo + blRC + b2PMK + b31 + 04Ft" + bSSon

(3) QMK = Co + clC * Son + cZC * Soff + c3RC + c4IT + cSN

(4) PMK = do + dlQMK + d2SIZE + d3Y + d4KAl~A + dSYELL + d6KAa~

+ d7HAHA + daDEC

T
(5) RC = eo + elC + e 2PMK + e3P

where: RC = revenues received from the cannery

PR(ET) = probability of catching

CAP ~ average baitwell capacity per vessel
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Ct-12 = total catch lagged 12 months

S = seasonal intercept variable

PMK = average price on fresh wholesale market

T = total trips

PF = cost of fuel

C = total catch

IT = quantity of imported fresh or frozen tuna

N = number of vessels fishing

QMK = quantity sold to fresh wholesale market

SIZE = mean fish size index

KAWA = quantity of kawakawa tuna on m~rket

YELL = quantity of yellowfin tuna on market

KAHA = quantity of kahala fish on market

HAHA = quantity of hahalalu fish on market

DEC = December intercept where DEC = I in December and 0

otherwise

p
T = wholesale price of canned tuna fish

The seasonal variables are indicated by subscripts, on and off. In

all cases the on season is May through September, the off season is

October through April. In equation (4) the intercept refle~ts all months

excluding December which is represented by a separate variable. These

five equations comprise a simultaneous equations system with five

endogenous variables to be predicted by the model and 16 exogenous vari

ables. Revenue from the cannery is endogenous because although the

cannery's offered price is determined independently of the model, the

quantity sold to the cannery is a residual of the total catch which is

a jointly dependent variable in our model. The attempt here is to
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explain some complex relationships in as simple and clear a manner as

possible. The results show that a few major variables in a correctly

specified model provide rich insights into the workings of this

industry.

The results of Model I are reported in Table 2 and the results of

Model II are reported in Table 3. The structural coefficients are

consistent with the theoretical expectations. Model I will be discussed

first. Equation (1) represents the industry's monthly supply of fishing

trips. The intercept term is positive and represents the off-season

(October through March) constant term. The seasonal dummy indicates that

the number of trips shifts up during the on-season (May through

September). The coefficient of revenues from cannery implies that it

is total expected revenues from the cannery sales which affects the

number of trips. Each $1,000 increase per month in revenues from the

cannery induces about four additional fishing trips. This result is

consistent with the theoretical expectations presented in Chapter III.

The chance of having an effective trip, defined as a trip where

catch is greater than zero, is represented by PR(ET), the probability

of catching. The variation in this variable by month is shown in Table

4. Out of 100 trips, the average vessel can expec t to have (H)G-z;::ro

catch about 88 percent of the on-season trips and about 69 percent of

the off-season trips. This variable reflects one measure of uncertainty

facing the vessels and it appears that the industry responds strongly

to the uncertainty by adjusting the number of trips. PR(ET) is highly

correlated with a number of weather variables which vary with the

availability of fish. Because of this multicollinarity, these weather

variables were dropped from the estimation as recommended in Maddala
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Table 2. Three-Stage Least-Squares Structural Coefficient Estimates,
Model I.

Dependent variable

Total Market
Explanatory variable Trips catch guantity

Revenue from Cannery 0.399 2.708 -1. 293
(0.075) (0.548) (0.449)

PR(ET) 46.505
(18.665)

Baitwell capacity 0.014
(0.049)

Lagged catch 0.003
(0.005)

On season intercept 27.166 -84.198
(6.736) (36.438)

Market price 25.357
(199.952)

Trips 5.839
(0.799)

Fuel price -0.130
(0.037)

Total catch 0.328
(off season) (0.075)

Total catch -0.011
(on season) (0.029)

Tuna imports 0.035
(0.089)

Number of vessels 13.492
(3.84 )

Quantity to market

Average fish size

December intercept

Market
price

-0.0012
(0.00013)

0.010
(0.0016)

0.071
(0.018)

Revenues
from

cannery

58.398
(23.986)

165.495
(5.189)

[Table continued]
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Table 2. (Continued) Three-Stage Least-Squares Structural Coefficient
Estimates, Model I.

Dependent variable
Revenues

Total Market Market from
Explanatory variable Trips catch quantity price cannery

Per capita income 0.0002129
(0.00006418)

Kawakawa (1,000 lb.) -0.00061
(0.026)

Ye110wfin tuna
(1,000 lb.) -0.00016

(0.00014)

Haha1a1u (1,000 lb.) -0.00015
(0.00048)

Kaha1a (1,000 lb.) -0.00015
(0.00048)

Wholesale price 15.09
canned tuna (3.01)

Intercept 62.268 -8.323 -32.303 0.411 -83.065
(25.351) (161. 226) (44.574) (0.042) (13.567)

[Standard errors are in parentheses; weighted R2 for the system = 0.7174;
weighted mean square error for system = 13.494 where R2 corresponds to an
F-test on all non-intercept parameters and the weighted mean square
error equals the unexplained variance (02) for the system.]
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Table 3. Three-Stage L,ast-Squares Structural Coefficient Estimates,
Model II.

Explanatory variable Trips
Total
catch

Dependent variable
Market Market

quantity price
Revenues from

cannery

Revenues from cannery 2.696
(0.764)

-0.529
(0.560

[P*PR(ET)]
(off season)

-31.146
(8.967)

[P*PR(ET)] 24.721
(on season increase) (10.826)

Percent large -11.267
(17.305)

Fresh market price 71.150
(25.370)

Trips 4.819
(1. 05)

Fuel price -2.176
(0.566)

Total catch
(off season)

Total catch
(on season increase)

Total catch
(both seasons)

Number of vessels

Quantity to market

Average fisu size

Per capita income

Wholesale price
canned tuna

0.243
(0.043)

-0.168
(0.065)

0.332
(0.089)

-0.179
(0.133)

7.136
(6.329)

169.203
(5.636)

-0.0014
(0.00012)

0.011
(0.0016)

0.00019
(0.00005)

20.801
(3.123)

[Table continued]
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Table 3. (Continued) Three-Stage Least-Squares Structural Coefficient
Estimates, Model II.

Dependent variable
Total Market Market Revenues from

Explanatory variable Trips catch quantity price cannery

December intercept 0.065
increase (0.019)

On season intercept -22.544 80.627
increase (43.517) (64.197)

Off season intercept 485.49 11.226
(173.307) (51. 361)

Intercept 147.650 0.441 -102.002
(27.299) (0.035) (14.221)

[Standard errors are in parentheses; weighted R2 for the system = 0.6838
weighted mean square error for the system = 5.546 where R2 corresponds to
an F-test on all non-intercept parameters and the weighted mean square
error equals the unexplained variance (0

2) for the system.]
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Table 4. Monthly Means and Standard Deviations of Variables by Season
and Annually, 1970-78. a

On season
Variable (May-September)

Trips 181.6
(40.6)

bTotal catch 763.7
(425.6)

Market Quantityb 277.2
(46.3)

Average market price
c

0.364
(0.04)

. cPrice of ga~ul~ne 0.376
(0.032)

PR (ET) 0.904
(0.071)

Catch/ trip b 5.068
(2.038)

Number of vessels 10.2
(1.26)

b
Q of imported tuna 77.2

(49.7)

Price/case 22.57
wholesale can tuna (5.45)

Size 13.54
(4.17)

c
Per capita income

CAP d 863.7
(58.3)

Average cannery price

Average cannery price
(large)

Off season
(October-April)

107.6
(28.5)

252.7
(154.4)

152.2
(57.7)

0.463
(0.09)

0.373
(0.026)

0.745
(0.158)

3.616
(1.236)

9.3
(1.46)

87.2
(55.6)

22.31
(5.24)

11.68
(3.15)

866.9
(64. 7)

Annual
(January-December)

141.2
(46.7)

497.2
(426.7)

190.2
(62.8)

0.416
(0.089)

0.374
(0.029)

0.776
(0.157)

0.756
(2.255)

9.8
(1. 43)

85.9
(53.9)

21. 28
(4.46)

12.44
(4.01)

493.9
(102.6)

870.7
(62.2)

0.125
(0.091)

0.214
(0.02S)

a
Standard deviations in parentheses.

b
Thousand pounds.

c
Real dollars (base years = 1967)

d
Gallons.
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Table 5. Average Trips, Catch per Trip, Effective Trips and Catch per
Effective Trip for a Full-Time Commercial Skipjack Tuna
Vessel in Hawaii, by Month, 1970-78.

Month

January

February

March

April

May

June

August

September

October

November

December

Trips

11.11
(3.40)c

10.05
(2.11)

10.31
(3.07)

12.14
(1. 76)

16.54
(3.32)

18.81
(3.74 )

19.72
(4.28)

17.05
(3.75)

13.37
(3.64)

11.73
(2.80)

11.29
(3.12)

10.60
(2.19)

Catcha

trips

2.017
(1. 290)

1. 764
(0.759)

2.020
(0.849)

2.988
(1. 218)

4.463
(1.559)

6.075
(2.540)

5.685
(2.287)

5.447
(1. 701)

3.719
(1.156)

3.476
(1.172)

3.215
(1. 425)

2.530
(0.885)

bEffective
trips

8.05
(3.36)

7.66
(2.47)

9.55
(2.93)

10.02
(1. 65)

15.04
(3.64)

17.62
(3.84)

18.47
(4.21)

14.91
(3.64 )

10.69
(3.31)

9.42
(2.73)

7.97
(3.14)

7.05
(2.32)

aCatch
effective trips

2.806
(1. 424)

2.340
(0.790)

2.815
(1. 003)

3.627
(1. 451)

4.922
(1. 614)

6.424
(2.469)

6.029
(2.348)

6.148
(1. 757)

4.593
(1. 254)

4.298
(1. 222)

4.528
(1. 472)

3.850
(0.928)

aThousand pounds.

bCatch greater than zero.

CStandard deviation in parentheses.
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II977:19Q].7 The chance of an effective trip then directly affects trips

where a one percent change in the probability causes about 46 trips to

either be taken or not. This result contrasts with Uchida [1976] who

found that on an annual basis, the level of fishing intensity (trips)

did not vary with catch per effective trip. The measure employed here

implies that zero catch per trip does affect the total number of trips

per month. Catch is introduced into this equation in Model II.

Baitwell capacity was not found to be an important determinant of

the number of monthly trips. This can be explained by the fact that a

trip is one day 96 percent of the time [Uchida, 1976]. This is mainly

due to the lack of a hardy bait which could survive longer trips. If

a hardier bait is developed in the future, an increase in baitwell

capacity might be expected to have a negative effect on the number of

trips but a positive effect on total catch reflecting a shift to the

new production ray as suggested by Comitini [1977]. Our finding then,

does not prOVide evidence to either reject or accept the theoretical

assertion that baitwell capacity affects the total number of trips.

Although not reported here, the vessel with the largest baitwell capacity

is observed to take fewer trips on average than the smaller vessels.

Catch lagged 12 months was found not to be a determinant of trips

in this fishery. This is because the cyclical variation in availability

of fish is well-known to the fishermen and invariant over a number of

years ($ee Figure 1). The adaptation to this annual cycle is occurring

over a longer period than the one year period analyzed here. It was

7Rainfall and wind speed which were found to be significant
determinants of catch by Callaghan [1977] ~Tere insignificant here in
preliminary OLS regressions of trips and catch on various weather
variables.
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decided not to pursue this aspect further as it was not a central

issue which justified the sacrifice in the additional observations.

Equation (2) represents the monthly total catch by the industry.

As expected, the number of trips is a major determinant of the total

catch. The parameter estimate of the number of trips is positive and

indicates that on average, in Model I, each trip contributes about

5,839
8

pounds to total catch. The Model II estimate (Table 3) is

4,819
9

pounds for each trip. Both of these parameters are well within

the range of prior estimates for this fishery. Uchida l1976] estimated

the catch per standard day fished for the period 1948-70 using annual

data to be 2.16 metric tons (4,752 pounds). Comitini [1977], also

using annual data for the period 1966-72, estimated returns to each

trip at about two metric tons or 4,40010 pounds. This supports the

observation that there has been no significant technological change in

this fishery for several years which would affect total production.

It is also evident that although vessel captains and skilled crew are

mobile among vessels, this mobility has had no major effect on total

industry productioll.

The coefficient of average revenue from the cannery is also positive

in both Models I and II. Inclusion of this variable in this equation as

well as in the number of trips equation implies that revenues from

cannery not only affect the decision to take a trip but also the

absolute level of catch. Each $1,000 monthly increase in revenues from

cannery represents about 2,708 additional pounds to total catch. This

8Wi t h a standard error of 799.

9Wi t h a standard error of 1,100.

10With a standard error of 482.
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is consistent with theoretical expectations since fishermen have the

option to vary the length of the trip and therefore catch more in

response to an expected increase in the revenue from the cannery. The

insignificant effect of market price on total catch implies that the

catch decision o~ a monthly basis is not responsive to a change in

market price.

The coefficient of fuel cost reflects the strong influence of this

variable cost on the catch decision. Gasoline price is used as a

proxy for diesel fuel prices. Actual fuel usage would provide a better

measure of variable costs in this industry. As the price of a gallon

of gasoline increasesby$l.OO, the average monthly industry catch will

decline by about 130,000 pounds; more realistically, for each $0.10

increase in the price of gasoline, total monthly catch will decline by

about 13,000 pounds, if trends continue. This reflects the search time

involved in this fishery and the model predicts that future fuel

increases will result in lower total catches as search time becomes

more costly. The on season intercept in Model I indicates that the

intercept shifts downward for the off season.

Equation (3) represents the supply of aku to the fresh wholesale

market. An interesting finding here is the relationship between total

catch and quantity supplied to market, the dependent variable in this

equation. In the on season the total catch does not directly affect

the absolute quantity that goes to market. In the off season the

relationship is positive and for each additional 1,000 pounds of total

catch, about 328 pounds of aku goes onto the fresh market. This is

reasonable considering that the off season catch is on average composed

of about 25 percent "large." It is possible then, that the 328 pounds
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out of each 1,000 total pounds caught, those going onto the fresh market

are mostly large and medium while the residual is "smalL" The on

season catch parameter implies that the catch is exceeding the quantity

demanded on the fresh wholesale market even at a zero price. This does

not explain what determines the quantity supplied to the fresh market

in the on season or the impact of the observed cooperative selling.

The revenue from cannery affects the quantity sold in the fresh

market negatively. The parameter estimate indicates that as the revenue

from the cannery increases by $1,000 about 1,300 pounds of fish are

diverted to the cannery. Furthermore, as either total catch increases

(making quantity sold to the cannery larger) or as price offered by the

cannery increases, the quantity to market decreases. This is not an

unexpected result since, theoretically, the fishermen, as profit

maximizers, are indifferent as to who buys their product, The alloca

tion is motivated in this case partially by total expected cannery

revenues. It is clear from equation (3) that substitution between the

fresh market and the cannery market is occurring in the expected

theoretical fashion.

Fresh and frozen imported tuna were introduced to test the

hypothesis that they are perfect substitutes for skipjack in demand.

A positive sign would imply that the cannery demand for fresh locally

caught skipjack is inversely related to imports. A negative sign would

imply substitution of imports by wholesale buyers. No empirical

relation is observed. This is in contrast to Queirolo [1976] who

reported a negative and significant relationship for domestic trout

with respect to imports of trout at the retail level.
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The coefficient on the variable for number of vessels fishing is

positive and suggests that on average each additional vessel contributes

13,000 pounds per month to the fresh skipjack market. This is certainly

consistent with results of equations (1) and (2) showing the strong

influence of revenues from the cannery on the supply to market decision.

Also, given this result, it is not surprising that cooperative selling

arrangements with minimum pricing have arisen in this fishery. For

example, the average market quantity sold as shown in Table 4, is

190,200 pounds, which could be caught by three vessels making about 14

trips each per month with average annual catch rates. If ~his occurred

then the other vessels would then sell all their catch to the cannery

once the fresh wholesale market was satisfied.

If, however, these other vessels had costs which were everYWhere

above the marginal revenue obtainable from the cannery, they would ce~se

to operate. As the results of equation (1) show, the number of trips

is very responsive to the probability of catching which is a measure of

costs including uncertainty. This increase in costs explains why fewer

trips are made in the off season. Therefore, not only are vessels

entering and exiting the fishery over time as was shown in Table 1,

but there are competitive cost factors which drive the less efficient

vessels out during the off season. This conclusion supports the theore

tical model presented in Chapter III. The cooperative selling strategy

and minimum pricing are most effective during the on season when

although costs (uncertainty) fall, demand and prices on the fresh market

fall also. This leaves the least competitive vessels in the industry

with a smaller share of a smaller on season fresh market. In the absence

of minimum pricing it might result that these less efficient vessels
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will be driven completely out of the fishery. The overall welfare

implications of this situation are discussed in the next chapter.

Equation (4) explains wholesale price determination in the model.

The quantity of aku sold in the fresh market has the expected negative

sign and is a powerful explanatory variable for wholesale market price.

For example, as the quantity to market increases by 1,000 pounds, the

average price per pound decreases by $0.12 with all else held constant.

This result is consistent with Bell [1968] who also reported a negative

price-quantity relationship. Waugh and Norton [1969] however, reported

that in their simultaneous system prices are "relatively inflexible

with respect to landings." Our coefficient implies an elasticity of

demand with respect to price of -1.82 which is considerably less than

that estimated by Shang [1969] using aggregated data for both cannery

and wholesale fresh market demands. Other demand studies previously

cited (see especially Nash and Bell, 1969) estimated demand elasticities

at greater than -2. An elasticity of -1.82 percent implies that a one

percent increase (or decrease) in price results in a 1.82 percent

decrease (or increase) in the quantity demanded. When evaluated at

the on-season mean price and quantity, the elasticity is -1.09. When

evaluated at the off-season mean price and quantity, the elasticity is

-2.53.

The average fish size measured in pounds, is a quality variable

reflecting the price premium of "large" aku. This premium results from

the fact that "large" have a higher eatable meat conversion ratio.

This is an important variable at the wholesale level of the market.

The elasticity of price with respect to average size is +.29. A

one percent increase in size (about two ounces at the mean) results

in a .29 percent increase in price per pound (about one one-hundredth
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of a cent at the mean). More simply, if the average weight of the fish

caught incr~ased by one pound (an eight percent increase), the price

per pound would increase about 2.3 percent or about one cent.

Per capita income of retail consumers is a positive determinant of

wholesale prices. An additional $100 in monthly consumer income in

Hawaii will increase price by about $.02. This is consistent with

demand studies which have found fish to be a normal good. The coef

ficients of the hypothesized substitutes show no influence on the

wholesale price of aku.

The intercept term in this equation should be interpreted as the

constant term for all months except December since there is a dummy

intercept variable for December included. The coefficient for the

December variable reflects the effect of a change in tastes as demand

increases due to a culturally influenced demand for sashimi (raw fish)

during the Christmas and New Year holidays. The December coefficient

shows the positive shift out of the demand function intercept.

Equation (5) determines the average revenue from cannery sales on

a monthly basis. The dependent variable represents both exogenously

determined cannery offered price and the jointly dependent quantity

sold to the cannery. The explanatory variables may be interpreted as

explaining one or the other of these components of revenues from cannery.

Fresh market price and total catch explain the endogenous part while

the price of wholesale canned tuna could be considered the major

determinant of the cannery offered price, the exogenous part of revenues

from the cannery. For each $0.10 increase in the fresh wholesale

market price per pound, the revenue from the cannery increases by about

$5,839. This is consistent with the parameters estimated for both
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equations (4) and (3) which showed a downward sloping demand curve and

substitution between fresh market sales and cannery sales on the

supply side.

For each increase in total catch of 1,000 pounds, the receipts from

the cannery increase by about $165. This parameter is of the expected

sign and magnitude when one considers the average offered price over

the time period (see Table 5 for mean values). For example, if about

one-half of these sales to the cannery were of "large," which could occur

in the on season, the predicted revenue would be $169. The catch and

market price variables then are considered to explain the quantity

variation in total revenues from cannery sales.

The U.S. wholesale price of a case of canned tuna (48 cans) is

a pcsitive determinant of cannery revenue. This variable explains the

variation in the exogenous component of revenues from the cannery, the

cannery offered price. The positive sign reflects the derived demand

aspect of cannery sales as an input in the production of canned tuna.

Shang [1969] found a high positive correlation between the West Coast

cannery offered price for yellowfin tuna and the Hawaii cannery offered

price for skipjack tuna. The model presented here goes farther to

show that the cannery offered price in Hawaii is also dependent on the

final U.S. demand for canned tuna. In particular, the model estimates

show that for each $1.00 increase in the price of a wholesale case,

revenue from the cannery received by the skipjack fleet in Hawaii

incrrases on average $15 per month. A case of 6.5 ounce cans represents

approximately 39 pounds of whole tuna at a 50 percent conversion rate.

Model II results are presented in Table 3. The model differs

structurally from Model I in that the specification of equation (1)
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Model II

(1) TRIPS = ao + alCon + aZCof f + a3P*PR(ET)on + a4P*PR(ET)off

+ as%L

(Z) CATCH = bof f + bon + bZT + b3PF + b4RC

(3) QMK = cof f + c + cZCon + c3Cof f + c4RC + cSNon

(4) PMK = d + dlQMKof f + dZQMKon + d3SIZE
+ d4Y + dSDEC

0

(S) RC + T= eo elC + eZPMK + e3P

where: C = total catch

P*PR(ET) = average monthly price times probability of catching

%L = percentage of "large" in total catch

T = total trips

PF = cost of fuel

RC = revenues received from the cannery

QMK = quantity sold to fresh wholesale market

N = number of vessels fishing

PMK = average price on fresh wholesale market

SIZE = mean fish size index

Y = per capita income

DEC = December intercept variable

pT = wholesale price of canned tuna fish

emphasizes the interaction of fresh market price and the probability of

catching by seasons. The inclusion of total catch as an explanatory

variable means that the equation explains the response in the number

of trips by the seasonal variation both in the expected catch and in

the certainty of a given selling price in the fresh wholesale market.

One additional exogenous variable was introduced, percentage of total

catch classified as "large." This is to account for the fact that a
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particular catch may not be associated with a unique average size

distribution. Revenue from the cannery was dropped from the trips

equation because of the linear relationship between total catch and

catch sold to the cannery which is a component of revenues from cannery.

The other equations are specified without the variables which proved

insignificant in Mude1 I. The weighted R2 for the system is slightly

lower but the mean square error in Model II is considerably lower than

that of Model I.

The results for equation (1) in Model II could be rewritten as if

two separate equations were estimated, one for each season. The seasonal

dummy variables allow the separate effects to be analyzed where the

coefficients of the on season catch and the on season interactive price

and probability of catching term are the difference between the on

season and the off season. Adjusting the parameters to show these

seasonal effects in equation (1) gives:

off season TRIPS = 147.65 + .24 Catch -31.14 (Price*PR(ET))

- 11.26 %L

on season TRIPS = 147.65 + .08 Catch - 6.4 (Price *PR(ET))

- 11.26 %L

This indicates that the fresh market price alone is not a deter

mining factor for the number of trips. The Model I specification of

the trips equation shows that trips are affected indirectly by the fresh

market price through the effect on revenues from cannery sales. Inclu

sion of catch shows that in the off season, each 1,000 pound increase in

total catch is associated with about one-fourth of a trip. Or actually,

a 4,040 pound increase in total catch is associated with cne additional

trip in off season. The on season parameter is difficult to explain.
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The magnitude of the coefficient is much larger than expected and implies

that the catch must be much higher in the on season to induce a marginal

trip. A possible explanation may be that the industry is operating

close to or at full capacity during the on season. The argument against

this is that the average number of trips during the on season is 181

which implies an average of 14 trips per month per vessel. One might

suggest that this is not near full capacity. However, full capacity

for fisheries industries has yet to be clearly defined in terms of

capital utilization (see Wilkerson, 1979). It is important to recall

that industry full capacity in any case is defined by the position of

the marginal firm. Considering this, it is entirely possible that the

inter-marginal firms are at a higher level of trips ~nlile this parameter

reflects an additional trip taken by the marginal vessel which iB much

less efficient.

The effect of the price-certainty term is negative with the effect

smaller in the on season. The price and certainty variables are

inversely related by season. This makes interpretation of the inter

active term more difficult. The negative sign for the off season

implies that the decline in the catch rate dominates the observed

increase in the price. This interpretation, although weak, would support

the results of Model I which showed that revenues from the cannery and

the probability of catching are the major determinants of trips rather

than fresh market prices.

The parameters of the other equations in this model are very close

to those of Model I. The effect of the price of fuel on catch and the

effect of market price on revenues from the cannery are stronger in

Model II. The effect of revenues from the cannery on quantity sold to

market is negative but insignificant in Model II. The inclusion of
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an on season intercept in equation (3) shows a positive but insigni-

ficant shift in the quantity to market.

D. SIMULATION AND EVALUATION

While the coefficients in the behavioral equations describing

market responses conform reasonably well to our a priori expectations,

an alternative method of model evaluation is possible. The evaluation

in the previous section was performed on an equation by equation basis.

An alternative test of the model is in its ability to simulate the

historical data. In a multiple-equation model such as the one presented

here, each individual equation may have a good statistical fit but the

model as a whole may reproduce the historical data poorly. A comparison

of the original data series with the simulated series for each endogenous

variable provides a test of the dynamics of the model. The simulation

results also provide an estimation of the usefulness of the model for

studying the effects of changes in exogenous variables through govern-

mental policy. As Dhrymes, Quandt et. a1. [1972] point out, evaluation

criteria of a model's performance should be consistent with the purpose

for which the model was constructed. The model presented in this study

was built to describe the major economic relationships in this industry

rather than for forecasting purposes. However, if shown suitable for

fcrecasting, as determined by appropriate evaluation criterial 1 the

model could be modified and used for that purpose.

The simulation process involves the mathematical solution of a

simultaneous set of linear difference equations where the reduced form

estimates are used to compute predicted and residual values for each of

llThe following is based in large part on the discussion in Pindyck
and Rubinfeld [1976:308-332].
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the five endogenous variables. The predicted values in this case are

not functions of the current endogenous variables but are completely

predicted from the reduced form of the structural equations.

The simulation results of actual values and values of the endo-

genous variables predicted by the model are presented in Figures 3-7.

Two measures of goodness of fit are presented in Table 6. The model's

ability to simulate historical data will be evaluated using three

measures of goodness of fit based on the root mean square error of

simulation and ability to predict turning points in historical data.

The root mean square error (RMSE) is defined as:

RMSE =

where is the simulated value of Yt

is the actual value of Yt

T is the number of time periods in the simulation (96 in this case)

The RMSE of the simulation is a measure of the deviation of the

simulated endogenous variable from its actual time path. It is a

better performance criterion when the endogenous variable exhibits

fluctuations and turning points since it penalizes heavily for large

turning point errors. The magnitude of the error is relevant when

compared to the average size of the variable in question. Row 2 of

Table 6 shows the RMSE relative to the mean of each variable. A small

RMSE relative to the variable mean is desirable. The trip, quantity to

market .and price to market were the critical variables in this study

and also have the best measure of fit. The mISE and RMSE/mean for

catch is large and probably results from the large variation in resource

availability over the years which is not predicted by the model.
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Table 6. Simulation Mean Square Error Analysis

Market Market Revenues
CRITERION Trips Catch Quantity Price from Cannery

RMSE 28.17 254.13 42.54 0.062 47.82

RMSE/mean 0.20 0.51 0.22 0.15 0.86

RMSE/std error 0.60 0.60 n ~o 0.70 0.77v.uu

Similar results for the revenues from cannery variable derive from the

same variation in availability of resource in addition to the exclusion

from the structure of the model of more direct determinants of the

canne~ offered price such as world demand and supply considerations.

Another measure of goodness of fit of the simulation is the

&~SE/standard error. As expected, when the variance of the catch is

included the error of simulation is shown to be 60 percent· of the

standard deviation of catch. The other variables have smaller standard

errors and this measure would be inferior in terms of evaluating their

performance in the simulation.

Another characteristic of the market model developed in th~s

study is its ability to reproduce turning points in simulation of the

historical data. A low RMSE is only one criterion for judging fit.

A model may have a low RMSE and yet be unable to predict market changes

which occurred in this historical data. As seen in Figures 3-7, the

model follows the several turning points in the endogenous variables

very well. It appears throughout that the error in simulation results

not from missed turning points but from over and under estimation

par~icularly in the catch and revenues from cannery variables. This

may result from the fact that there was no direct effort to model the
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abrupt changes in availability of catch. The fact that the model

tracks the turning points well implies that it may be useful for future

forecasting with modifications in the catch equations.

E. SUMMARY OF RESULTS

The findings indicate that the decision to take a fishing trip in

this industry is determined by the expected revenues from the cannery

and the probability of catching. The total catch is determined by the

number of trips, the price of fuel and the expected revenues from the

cannery. The quantity sold to market depends on the total catch in

the off season while there is no empirical relation observed between

quantity sold and the total catch in the on season. The number of

vessels fishing for skipjack in a given month also has an important

positive effect on the quantity sold to market. The quantity to

market is inversely related to the revenues from the cannery ~plying

substitution be~een the markets on the sellers side. The ~holesale

fresh market price is significantly affected by the quantity of skipjack

on the market, the average size of a skipjack caught, and the per capita

disposable income of Hawaii residents. Of the substitute fresh fish

tested, none were found to have a significant effect on the price of

skipjack. The revenues from the cannery were found to depend on the

total catch, the fresh wholesale price of skipjack and the U.S. whole

sale price of canned tuna. The model simulates the historical data for

1970-78 well especially in prediction of turning points. With modifica

tion, the model may be used for forecasting in the future. These findings

are disucssed in Chapter V with an emphasis on the implications for

government funding of supportive research and the impact on consumer and

producer of various pricing structures.
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Chapter V

n~LICATIONS AND CONCLUSIONS

The results of the estimation of the model presented in Chapter IV

will be considered and discussed in this chapter with specific attention

to the impact of demand conditions on future growth of the industry.

The implications of consumer and producer welfare under different

pricing strategies will be discussed. Other applications for the model

will be presented.

A. IMPACTS OF DEMAND CONDITIONS ON FUTURE GROWTH

Demand conditions and low profit r~tios have been cited in other

studies [Shang 1969; Hale 1964; Ashan et. a1., 1972] as reasons for the

lack of new investment in skipjack vessels. Hale and Shang identified

the local cannery demand as a poter.~ial source of revenue growth for the

Hawaii skipjack industry. The empirical results of the model indicate

that an increase in revenues from the cannery is a strong inducement

to take more trips and to increase the catch. Table 7 presents the

foreign import prices to Hawaii of fresh or frozen whole skipjack tuna.

These prices reflect local cannery offered prices and do not exhibit a

clear upward trend. Th~s may be the result of supply fluctuations as

more efficient countries enter world skipjack tuna production as

predicted by.Be11 [1971]. The long run trend of world prices for

skipjack tuna remains unclear and would depend then on demand shifts

relative to supply shifts in world markets. It should also be clear

that an increase in demand for canned tuna would not necessarily result

in a welfare improvement for local fishermen. The welfare implications

depend on the relative costs of the Hawaii industry with respect to
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Table 7. Average Annual Custows Valuea for Foreign Imported Fresh or
Frozen Skipjack Tuna to Hawaii.

Year Average value per poundc

1970 $0.40

1971 $0.43

1972 $0.25

1973 $0.26

1974 $0.33

1975 $0.21

1976 $0.29

1977 $0.25

a
Calculated as total value divided by total imported pounds.

bSource: u.S. General Imports and Imports for Consumption.
Publication #lA253. U.S. Department of Commerce. 1970-78.

c
Current dollars.

other suppliers both in the United States and abroad. As Shang suggested,

an increase in productivity could improve the cost revenue position of

local fishermen relative to foreign producers.

An alternative source of growth would be the fresh market demand.

The estimated demand curves for both the on and the off season are

reproduced in Figure 8. Results derived from the demand curve (equation

4) and equation (5) for revenues from the cannery provide evidence on

which to assess the impact of fresh market demand conditions on fucure

growth in the industry. The potential revenues depend on pricing

strategies, however. Table 8 presents estimated gross revenues for

various prices in the fresh market and the mean observed price j. ..fie

cannery market. In order to assess cooperative pricing it was necessary
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Figure 8. Estimated Demand Curves for On and Off Season.
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Table 8. Estimated Monthly Gross Revenues from Total Sales by Price and
Number of Vesselsa

Fresh Market Sales

Total revenue per vessel by number of ·,,·essels

Price Q TR 15 12 9 6 3

0.10 414.29 41. 43 2.7 3.4 4.6 6.9 13.8

0.15b 378.57 56.79 3.8 4.7 6.3 9.5 18.9

0.20 352.86 68.57 4.6 5.7 7.6 11.4 22.8

0.25 307.14 76.79 5.1 6.4 8.5 12.8 25.6

0.30 271.43 81.43 5.4 6.8 9.0 13.6 27.1

0.35c 235.71 82.50 5.5 6.9 9.1 13.7 27.5

0.40 200.00 80.00 5.3 6.7 8.8 13.3 26.7

0.45 164.29 73.93 4.9 6.2 8.2 12.3 24.6

0.50 128.57 64.29 4.3 5.4 7.1 10.7 21.4

0.55 92.86 51.07 3.4 4.3 5.6 8.5 17.0

aAll total revenues (TR) are in 1,000 real dollars, all quantities
(Q) are in 1,000 pounds and all prices are in real dollars. Base
year = 1967.

bResidual cannery sales with fresh market price = 0.15

All vessels
On season Off season

Price

0.125

Q

385.13

TR

48.14

Q

o

TR

o

cResidual cannery sales with fresh market price = 0.35

All vessels
On season Off season

Price

0.125

Q

527.99

TR

65.99

Q

16.99

TR

2.12
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Table 9. Fresh Wholesale Market Marginal Revenuesa and Average Prices b
Calculated at Mean Values by Year and for the Period, 1970-78

Year Marginal revenue Average price

1970 0.17 0.384

1971 0.14 0.418

1972 0.14 0.431

1973 0.14 0.449

1974 0.06 0.405

1975 0.14 0.402

1976 0.10 0.389

1977 0.17 0.450

1978 0.18 0.472

1970-78 0.1262 0.416

a
Marginal revenue is derived from the demand equation (4) as:

P = .441 + .01 (size) + .11 (income) - .0014 Q

TR = PQ = Q[.44l + .01 (size) + .11 (income)] - .0014 Q2

dTR = MR = .677 - .0028 Q
dQ

bReal dollars 1967 = base year.

to calculate a marginal revenue curve. Estimated marginal revenues and

average real prices are presented in Table 9. It is possible ~, use

these calculations to draw conclusions about the impact of the fresh

market demand on expansion.

The real average wholesale price for fresh skipjack tuna has

increased about 23 percent over the period 1970-78 as calculated from

Table 8. The consumer price index for all items in Hawaii has increased
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by over 80 percent during the same period. The average cannery offered

price has increased over 74 percent and the wholesale producers index

has increased oveL a~ percent during the period. This means that over

time the real price of tuna relative to other goods has declined for the

Hawaii consumer. The increase in the real cannery offered price

explains why although vessels have left the fishery, the number of annual

trips for the total industry has not experienced a significant decline.

This is also consistent with the empirical results of the model.

Shang [1969:109] recommended that the fishermen's cooperative could

enhance the position of the individual fisherman by "negotiating

ex-vessel prices with processors for the best possible prices and

allocating the raw tuna among markets to equalize marginal return." If

we use the estimated marginal revenues and the estimated elasticity of

demand, it is possible to estimate gross revenues of the vessels in a

cooperative where each vessel receives an exactly equal share with every

other vessel. In Table 8, all prices are in real terms and are

evaluated at mean quantities over the 1970-78 period. As can be seen,

the wealth maximizing price and output of this cooperative does not vary

with the number of vessels but is at a price of .35 and output of

235.71 thousand pounds on average sold in the fresh market. This

position is a function of the marginal revenue curve relative to the

demand curve of the cannery at the offered price. Average sales to the

cannery at a real price of $.125 would be about 527.99 thousand pounds

in the on season and about 16.99 thousand pounds in the off season. If

there were no cooperative pricing, the optimal price and quantity sold

on the market would be $.125 and 404.29 thousand pounds sold in the

on season and $0.125 and 387.7 thousand pounds sold in the off season.
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The residual going into the cannery at the offered price of $0.125.

This position represents allocation of the catch based on market average

revenues. The total gross monthly revenues (real dollars) with 12

vessels in the fishery and each selling an equal share on the fresh

market without a cooperative and with the residual sold to the cannery

would result in per vessel revenues of approximately $4,700 per month in

fresh market sales and approximately $4,010 in the on season from sales

to the cannery. If the same boat were a member of the cooperative

maximizing revenues, the total gross monthly revenues in real dollars

with 12 vessels in the cooperative and each selling an equal share on

the fresh market with the residual sold to the cannery, would be

$6,900 from the fresh market sales and $5,500 in the on season from

sales to the cannery.

The difference between the average annual gross revenues of an

average vessel with and without cooperative sales is about $44,000. It

must be emphasized, however, that these revenues are gro~s revenues for

the average vessel under current technological and cost constraiJts and

a stable demand. A prospective entrant must consider conditions after

entry. The average gross revenues per average vessel are approximately

$175,000 to $200,000 annually. If operating costs are about 20% and

crew share is 60 percent of gross after operating costs are deducted,

then between $56,000 and $64,000 accrues to the owner before taxes. The

annual debt service on a $500,000 u.s. Government guaranteed note for

capital investment in a fishing vessel is more than these annual returns

to the owner. Specifically, the annual payments on a 15 year obligation

with 15 percent down and an 11 percent interest rate are $62,947
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and $125,896 for $500,000 or $1 million loans, respectively.12 Even

though the guaranteed loans seem to provide an incentive for investment,

the revenues required to be generated to cover loan payments are not

available. Although this study has not directly addressed the question

of low profit rates, the results here support the hypothesis that

revenues are too low relative to potential fixed costs to attract new

investment. This is true even in the above case of a cooperative which

is maximizing revenues through allocation of the raw tuna by equalizing

marginal revenues. It is possible however for an individual firm with

lower than average costs (or a higher level of productivity) to make

higher revenues and therefore find investment feasible. An inter-

marginal firm may also be able to make higher revenues outside of a

cooperative and would therefore drop out. Based on revenues for the

average vessel in this industry, investment is not feasible with

current demand conditions.

B. WELFARE IMPLICATIONS OF VARIOUS PRICING STRUCTURES

The previous analysis showed the impacts of demand conditions on

producer revenues. However, the estimated results provide input for

evaluation of consumer welfare. Figure 9 presents the annual average

estimated demand curve with the values of various areas under the

demand curve indicated. If the wholesale market price were bid down to

the cannery offered price, the consumers would retain all of the

$109,941 consumers surplus available. Under cooperative pricing, the

consumer would retain $25,106 in consumers surplus, producers would gain

$55,348 per month. In the sense that no one would receive it as surplus

12The required down payment was increased to 25 percent in March
1980, U.S. Government Guaranteed Vessel Loans, NMFS, NOAA (undated).
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under the price searcher structure, $29,487 per month would be lost. This

may be viewed as a wealth transfer from consumer to producer. The tuna

which is diverted to the cannery under cooperative pricing is valued by

the cannery at $25,333. It should be clear that a cooperative pricing

structure benefits the producer but in the case where an alternative

market exists, the benefits or losses to consumers are difficult to

evaluate directly. The above analysis abstracts from a number of

benefits accruing to the State of Hawaii through the employment and

income generated by the cannery. A more comprehensive treatment of the

benefits and costs from alternative pricing schemes in the skipjack

markets should consider the effects of increased importation of fresh

and frozen tuna to the cannery in the absence of cooperative pricing.

In addition, it is important to recall that this analysis is based on

the existence of two markets. The analysis also does not consider the

sociological value of maintaining a fishing industry and the fishing

lifestyle in the State of Hawaii. The model and estimated results

presented here could be combined with other studies to evaluate these

non-pecuniary benefits.

C. OTHER IMPLICATIONS OF THE MODEL

The findings for the first three equations of the model, considered

as the supply sector, show that trips and catch as well as the quantity

sold to the fresh wholesale skipjack market respond strongly to the

probability of catching as well as to the expected revenues from the

cannery. These findings imply that endogenous supply is a more

appropriate specification than the common assumption of exogenously

determined supply. Endogenous supply is particularly evident in

equation (3) where the inverse relationship between revenues from cannery
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and quantity to market is shown. The raw tuna is allocated between the

markets in response to prices and revenues.

The strong response of the industry to changes in the probability

of catching lends support to the effectiveness of programs which aid

in finding fish. The results also show the strong negative influence

of the price of fuel on total catch. These combined determinants infer

that methods of reducing search time should be fruitful in terms of

both increasing catch and keeping costs down. Recent estimates indicate

that total fuel costs in this fishery could be as high as 10 percent of

13total operating costs. The aggregation buoy program around Hawaii

directly reduces search time and uncertainty about catching. Fishermen

off the eastern coast of the United States have recently begun receiving

satellite reports through NOAA on sea-surface temperatures. These

reports are an aid in finding fish.

The results of the demand sector of the model, equations (4) and

(5), show an elastic demand (-1.8) in the wholesale fresh market. The

quantity sold and price are also positively related to the per capita

disposable income of Hawaii residents. This predicts that the fishing

industry is affected by the general economic conditions in Hawaii. Any

condition which tended to lower the real purchasing power of residents

would certainly affect the demand for skipjack tuna. The size of fish

on the market also clearly affects quantity demanded and price. Any

management policy which ultimately affected the size distribution of

skipjack tuna around Hawaii would definitely have an impact on the

producers revenues through this variable. In the future, if overfishing

l3State of Hawaii Fisheries Development Plan, 1980:27.
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should result, the model predicts a decline in prices from the

resultant smaller fish available.

Revenues from the cannery depend not only on total catch but also

on the U.S. price for wholesale canned tuna which is derived from the

retail demand for canned tuna in the U.S. The U.S. per capita consump

tion of canned tuna has increased steadily over the past 18 years.

However, as pointed out earlier this increase in demand will benefit

the local producers only if they are competitive in world markets.

Lastly, the results of the model can be used in combination with

studies of other species. In the future, problems may arise involving

gear conflicts, area allocation or entry restrictions. The model and

results are suitable as input into analysis of these potential

fisheries management decisions.
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Appendix A

HAWAII INCOME TIME SERIES

The final income time series is based on the traditional income

accounting identity:

Y = wages + (div~dends, interest, rent) + transfer payments

DY = Y-taxes

where Y = monthly personal income

DY = monthly disposable personal income

Data used to compile this time series were available by month,

quarter or year, depending on the variable. Exact breakdowns of

available monthly data by variable are as follows:

VARIABLE

Wages

Dividends, Interest,
Rent

Transfer Payments

PERCENT OF TOTAL INCOME
(1970-78 average)

78

13

13

PERCENT OF VARI
ABLE AVAILABLE
BY MONTH

90

o

58

Approximately 78 percent of the calculated monthly income in this

series is based on monthly data. The remaining 22 percent is derived

from annual or quarterly data using the methodology and sources presented

below.

SOURCES AND ASSUMPTIONS

A. Wages and Salaries: Monthly wages and salaries for workers

covered by workman's compensation insurance are taken from the State of

Hawaii Department of Taxation monthly report, "Tax Base for Certain

Taxes," for 1970 through January 1977. Workman's compensation coverage
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as a percentage of the total labor force varies by year. These varying

percentages are reported in the State of Hawaii Data Book, 1978.

Monthly raw wages and salaries data were inflated by these percentages

to reflect wages for the total labor force. Military personnel not

paying income tax in Hawaii were excluded from the raw data and

therefore, had to be added in. Only annual data on military salaries

are available from the Bureau of Economic Analysis, Regional Economic

Information System, U.S. Department of Commerce, "Detailed Components

of State Personal Income (Intermediate Table) 1958-1978." It is assumed

that military wages are the same for each month of a given year.

"Other labor" income is also only available annually from the same

source. It is assumed that this income is invariant over months.

Basic wages and salaries were unavailable for 1977-78. These

years were forecasted from a linear regression of wages and salaries

from previous years on withholding taxes. Withholding taxes were

available for 1977-78 on a monthly basis from the State of Hawaii

Department of Taxation. The estimates for 1977-78 also include an

assumption that the percentage covered under workman's compensation

for these years is the same as that of 1977 (93%).

The statistical discrepancy is calculated for the wages and

salaries variable by subtracting the sum of the calculated monthly

total wages from the U.S. Department of Commerce (op. cit.) annual

estimate of Hawaii wages and salaries paid. The discrepancy is less

than two percent in each year.

B. Dividends, Interest and Rent: This variable is available

annually from the U.~. Department of Commerce (op. cit.). Using

quarterly total personal income, which was seasonally adjusted on an
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annual basis, a "dividend weight" was calculated which determined the

percentage of total quarterly income which was dividends, interest and

rent income. The seasonally adjusted quarterly income was collected

from Survey of Current Business, various issues from 1970-78. The

quarterly percentage is divided over the three months in that quarter

which implicitly assumes that there is no monthly variation in the

amount of dividends, interest and rent within a given quarter. There

is a quarterly variation which is accounted for.

C. Transfer Payments: Total transfer payments to Hawaii residents

comprise approximately 13 percent of annual state personal income.

Transfer payments may be broken into fo~r main components:

(1) Retirement, disability and health insurance payments

(2) Unemployment insurance payments

(3) Income maintenance payments

(4) Educational and training assistance payments, government

payments to retired military, payments to nonprofit institu

tions, and business transfer payments.

The major component of retirement, disability and health insurance

payments, OASDHI, and unemployment insurance payments are published in

the monthly, Social Security Bulletin, 1970-79. Monthly income

maintenance payments for 1970-May 1975 are from the State of Hawaii

Department of Social Services and Housing, Research and Statistics

Office, "Statistics in Public Welfare, Corrections, Paroles and Pardons,

Housing, Vocational Rehabilitation and Criminal Injuries." Data for

June 1975 through December 1978 are unpublished from the same agency.

Educational and training assistance payments, government payments to

retired military, payments to nonprofit institutions, and business
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transfer payments are ar~ual data from the U.S. Department of Commerce

(op. cit.) di7iaed evenly over the months in a given year.

CALCULATIONS

Two measures of income result from the following calculations,

(a) personal income and (b) disposable personal income. Both measures

are by month.

Monthly wages and salaries

a = Wage'

b ~ Federal wage

c = Other wages

d = Statistical
Discrepancy

e = Monthly wage
and salaries

= Wages and Salaries/Percentage covered by workman's
compensation

= Yearly federal military wage/12

= Yearly other labor income/12

= (Total yearly wages and salaries)/12 - ~(a, b, c)

= rea, b, c, d)

Monthly dividends, interest and rent

(Personal Income Quarterly) * (Dividend weight)/12

Monthly transfer payments

a = l: OASDHI/Total retirement, disability transfers

b = OASDHI/a = monthly retirement, disability, health etc. payments

c = monthly unemployment payments

d :: monthly income maintenance payments

e = monthly "other transfers" = Yearly transfers - reb, c, d)/12

f = total monthly transfer payments = rCb, c, d, e)

Personal income = monthly wage + monthly dividends, interest and rent

+ monthly transfer payments

Personal disposable income = personal income - withholding taxes
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Appendix B

HAWAII POPULATION TIME SERIES

The final monthly population time series is based on standard

demographic methodology and results in two measures of population:

(a) monthly resident population and (b) monthly population including

visitors.

SOURCES AND ASSUMPTIONS

A. Resident population of Hawaii on July 1 of each year is

available from the Population of Hawaii, 1977, Statistical Report 125,

September 13, 1978, Department of Planning and Economic Development,

State of Hawaii. Data are annual, in fiscal years estimated by the

Federal-State Census forecasting model for inter-censal population.

B. Net Natural Change (Births and Deaths). Over the 1970-78

period, net births and deaths averaged 67 percent of the total popula

tion change on an annual basis. These changes were calculated from

annual data in the Population of Hawaii (op. cit., p. 10). Monthly net

natural change is a weighted average based on the annual change. Each

month gets 0.083 of the total annual change. This is based on the

assumption that births and deaths occur without any observable seasonal

variation.

C. Monthly Net In-Migration. This variable is recorded as

westbound "intended residents" in the Hawaii Visitors Bureau Bulletin.

monthly 1970-78. No data on eastbound visitors or intended residents is

available for the period. Over the 1970-78 period, net migration

averaged 33 percent of the total annual population change. This weight

is assumed constant for each year. The seasonal variation in westbound
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intended residents is applied as a weight to 33 percent of the yearly

population change. There may be a difference in eastbound (source of

the migration) and westbound intended resident movement by month.

There are no data to support this so westbound variation is assumed.

Data for 1978 is suspected by State of Hawaii officials of being

undercounted due to a change in questionnaire format. The period of

possible undercount is July 1978 through June 1979.

D. Monthly Tourists: Available from Hawaii Visitors Bureau

Bulletin on a monthly basis counted as total westbound arrivals divided

by the number of days in the month. This may also be undercounted for

the whole series since a measure of eastbound visitors is not calculated

or available for the period.

E. Military and military dependents are included in the resident

population here and not treated separately.

CALCULATIONS

(All years are fiscal years)

(1) A = 0.33 (Migration as percentage of Total annual pop. change)

(2) B = 0.056 (Monthly percentage of nat. change)

(3) C = Res Pop Yrt +l - Res Pop Yrt

(4) D = Intended Residents montht = Sum of "intended residents" over
Total Intended Residentsyrt fiscal year

(5) E = Avg monthly tourists

(6) F = Monthly Pop I or Gt_ lt-

(7) G = Monthly POP t
(For all months except July)

G = H (for July)

(8) H = Monthly POPJul = Res Pop Yr (July I population inserted yearly
ytt yrt as a correction factor on monthly

interpolations.)



Using above notation:

G' = F + E + C(B + AD)

G' = H + E

G = F + C(B + AD)

G = H

NOTATION

For all months but July of each year
(includes tourists)

For July each year (includes tourists)

For all months but July of each year
(excludes tourists)

For July each year (excludes tourists)
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Total yearly net population change

July 1 Resident Pop - July 1 Resident Pop
yrt+l yrt

=

= TOT YR 6

Net yearly natural change = Births - Deaths = TOT NAT 6

Net yearly migration

Net yearly nat change

Monthly net nat change
(Evenly distributed over months

Monthly net in-migration

=

=

=
=
=

0.33 (TOT YR 6)

0.67 (TOT YR b.)

0.083[0.67 (TOT YR b.)]

0.056 (TOT YR b.)

Intended Residents month
t

Total Intended Residents
yrt

Monthly tourists

[0.33(TOT YR b.) t]yr

= Avg Daily census of
W.B. visitors

Monthly pop
month

t

= Monthly pop
month

t-l

+ Nat change + Net mig. + Tourists
month month month

t t t

*For August through June of each year.
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Appendix C

CALCULATED VARIABLES

A. Mean Fish Size Index: The average size fish in a given catch

may vary by season, the total quantity of catch, or the relative amounts

of large, medium and small within a given catch. The implications of

this are that a given catch may be associated with more than one average

size. Large skipjack also command a quality premium in the market

because of the higher eatable yield. Therefore a given catch may be

associated with more than one average price (see Gates, 1974 for

discussion of this). To account for this variation, an index of average

fish weight was constructed by weighting the respective quantities

caught in each size category by the median weight in that category.

Large = greater than 15 pounds; medium = eight to 14 pounds; small =

three to seven pounds. The mean fish size then equals:

(18.5 * QL) + (11.5 * QM) + (5.5 * QS)- -
O~ QT QT

where QL = quantity of large in a given months catch

QM = quantity of medium in a given months catch

QS = quantity of small in a given months catch

QT = total quantity

B. Real Prices and Income: Market prices for fish were deflated

by th~ Bureau of Labor Statistics Consumer Price Index for meat, poultry

and fish for Honolulu. Base year for this and all CPI's was 1967. The

income variables were deflated by the Consumer Price Index for "all

items" for Honolulu. The price of fuel and canned tuna were also

deflated by the Consumer Price Index for "all items" for Honolulu.
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Offered cannery prices were deflated by the Consumer Price Index for

"all items" for Honolulu.

C. Number of Vessels: The number of vessels was calculated by

adding the number of vessels which landed any fish during a month. This

means that vessels may have only taken one trip during the month but

would still be counted as fishing. Data on trips and vessels from

unpublished records of Na~ional Marine Fisheries Service, Honolulu

Laboratory, NOAA, U.S. Department of Commerce.

D. Probability of Catching: Calculated in percentages as the

number of non-zero catch trips out of the total trips taken in a month.

Data are from unpublished records of National Marine Fisheries Service

(op , cit.).

E. Monthly Wholesale Prices and Quantities: Average weighted

prices derived by summing daily observations on prices and quantity

sold by size. Data are from unpublished records of Hawaii Tuna Boat

Owners Association and unpublished records of National Marine Fisheries

Service (op. cit.).

F. Cannery offered prices and total catch are from unpublished

records of Hawaii Tuna Boat Owners Association and unpublished records

of National Marine Fisheries Service (op. cit.). Total catch is the

summation of daily observations by size over all vessels.



Appendix D

WEATHER VARIABLES

WEAl = Average air temperature (F)

WEA2 = Number of days with greater than 0.01 inches of rain

WEA3 = Total rainfall in inches

WEA4 = Resultant wind direction (in tens of degrees from north)

WEA5 = Resultant wind speed (mph)

WEA6 = Average wind speed (mph)

WEA7 = Fastest mile wind speed (mph)

WEA8 = Direction of fastest mile wind (in tens of degrees from north)

WEA9 = Small craft warnings issued (January 1974-September 1978)

Sn1PLE STATISTICS

Variable N Mean Std Dev Sum Minimum Maximum

WEAl 108 77.018519 3.016315 8318.000C 70. (.OOOC! 83.80000

WEAl 108 8.416667 3.830821 909.0000 0 20.00000

WEA3 108 1.685556 2.105408 182.0400 0.01000 11.54000

WEA4 108 6.990741 4.523036 755.0000 4.00000 36.00000

WEA5 108 9.740741 3.593219 1052.0000 1.20000 16.40000

WEA6 108 12.344444 1. 978404 1333.2000 8.10000 16.70000

WEA7 108 29.046296 3.219056 3137.0000 21.00000 40.00000

WEA8 108 5.851852 3.621883 632.0000 4.00000 22.00000

WEA9 56 45.767857 27.070273 2563.0000 3.00000 125.00000
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Sl}WLE CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS FOR WEATHER VARIABLES

\-1EA1 WEA2 \lliA3 WEA4 HEA5 WEA6 WEA7 WEA8 WEA9

WEAl 1.00000 -0.24809 -0.40210 -0.27742 0.60273 0.41848 -0.25718 -0.16340 -0.27979
0.0000 0.0096 0.0001 0.0037 0.0001 0.0001 0.0072 0.0911 0.0368

WEA2 -0.24809 1.00000 0.38109 0.14855 -0.07878 -0.03157 0.23260 -0.03862 0.53229
0.0096 0.0000 0.0001 0.1249 0.4177 0.7457 0.0154 0.6915 0.0001

WEA3 -0.40210 0.38109 1.00000 0.17960 -0.37372 -0.26924 0.20681 0.29760 0.24022
0.0001 0.0001 0.0000 0.0629 0.0001 0.0048 0.0318 0.0018 0.0745

HEA4 -0.27742 0.14855 0.17960 1.00000 -0.45248 -0.26429 -0.03913 0.41695 0.17118
0.0037 0.1249 0.0629 0.0000 O.O()'\, 0.0057 0.6877 0.0001 0.2072

WEA5 0.60273 -0.07878 -0.37372 -0.45248 1.00000 0.91312 0.22486 -0.42301 0.09298
0.0001 0.4177 0.0001 0.0001 0.0000 0.0001 0.0193 0.0001 0.4955

WEA6 0.41848 -0.03157 -0.26924 -0.26429 0.91312 1.00000 0.38489 -0.35540 0.18454
0.0001 0.7457 0.0048 0.0057 0.0001 0.0000 0.0001 0.0002 0.1733

WEA7 -0.25718 0.23260 0.20681 -0.03913 0.22486 0.38489 1.00000 0.01422 0.44702
0.0072 0.0154 0.0318 0.6877 0.0193 0.0001 0.0000 0.8839 0.0006

WEA8 -0.16340 -0.03862 0.29760 0.41695 -0.42301 -0.35540 0.01422 1.00000 -0.27171
0.0911 0.6915 0.0018 0.0001 0.0001 0.0002 0.8839 0.0000 0.0428

\lliA9 -0.27979 0.53229 0.24022 0.17118 0.09298 0.18454 0.44702 -0.27171 1.00000
0.0368 0.0001 0.0745 0.2072 0.4955 0.1733 0.0006 0.0428 0.0000

Correlation Coefficients/Prob > IRI under HO:RHO = 0

I-'
o
~



Appendix E

TWO STAGE LEAST SQUARES STRUCTURAL
COEFFICIENT ESTn1ATE5 MODIFIED 25L5 PROCEDURE
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Dependent variable

Revenues
Total Market Market from

Explanatory variable Trips catch quantity price cannery

Revenue from cannery 0.363 -1. 071
(0.085) (0.454)

PR(ET) 40.914
(23.137)

Baitwell capacity 0.047
(0.051)

Lagged catch 0.002
(0.009)

On season intercept 30.778 -13.772
(8.212) (80.591)

Market price -125.535 39.029
(520.566) (78.706)

Trips 7.758
(1. 221)

Fuel price -3.976
(1. 083)

Total catch 160.876
(both seasons) (16.423)

Total catch 0.285
(off season) (0.073)

Total catch -0.011
(on season) (0.018)

Number of vessels 16.041
(3.332)

Quantity to market -0.0010
(0.00015)

Average fish size 0.0080
(0.0023)

[Table contir.ued]
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Appendix E (Continued) Two Stage Least Squares Structural Coefficient
Estimates Modified 2SL8 Procedure

Dependent variable

Explanatory variable

December intercept

Per capita income

Kawakawa (1,000 1b)

Yellowfin tuna
(1,000 1b)

Haha1a1u (1,000 1b)

Kahala (1,000 1b)

Trips
Total
catch

Market
quantity

Market
price

0.078
(0.024)

0.00020
(0.00011)

-0.00092
(0.031)

-0.00012
(0.00021)

0.00069
(0.00067)

0.000012
(0.000005)

Revenues
from

cannery

Wholesale price 17.595
canned tuna (1.139)

Intercept -47.080 965.538 -43.354 0.397 -78.158
(76.469)(580.512) (37.918) (0.179) (51. 794)

R2 0.8117 0.6051 0.6441 0.7075 0.6223
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